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Abstract

Alongside JavaScript, V8 and Node.js have become essential components of con-

temporary web and cloud applications. With the addition of WebAssembly to the

web, developers finally have a fast platform for performance-critical code. However,

this addition also introduces new challenges to client and server applications. New

application architectures, such as serverless computing, require instantaneous perfor-

mance without long startup times. This thesis investigates use cases and integration

issues of WebAssembly in Node.js, and the performance and quality of WebAssembly

compilation in V8 and Node.js. We present the design and implementation of a

multi-process shared code cache for Node.js applications, and demonstrate how such

a cache can significantly increase application performance, and reduce application

startup time, CPU usage, and memory footprint.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

WebAssembly is a new hardware abstraction for the web that aims to be faster

than interpreted languages without sacrificing portability or security. Conceptually,

WebAssembly is a virtual machine and binary-code format specification for a stack

machine with separate, linearly addressable memory. However, unlike many virtual

machines for high-level languages, the WebAssembly instruction set is closely related

to actual instruction sets of modern processors, since the initial WebAssembly specifi-

cation does not contain high-level concepts such as objects or garbage collection [15].

Because of the similarity of the WebAssembly instruction set to physical processor

instruction sets, many existing “low-level” languages can already be compiled to

WebAssembly, including C, C++, and Rust.

WebAssembly also features an interesting combination of security properties. By

design, WebAssembly code can only interact with its host environment through an

application-specific interface. There is no built-in concept of system calls, but they

can be implemented through explicitly imported functions. This allows the host
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to monitor and restrict all interaction between WebAssembly code and the host

environment. Another important aspect is the concept of linear memory: Each

WebAssembly instance can access memory through linear memory, a consecutive

virtual address range that always begins at address zero. The host environment

needs to translate virtual memory addresses into physical addresses on the host

system, and ensure that virtual addresses do not exceed the allowed address range.

On modern hardware, this can be implemented using the Memory Management

Unit (MMU) and hardware memory protection features, leading to minimal overhead

while allowing direct memory access to linear memory and preventing access to other

memory segments of the host system [15]. Combined, these properties allow running

the WebAssembly code both with full access to the real system, and in a completely

isolated sandbox, without any changes to the code itself.

These properties make WebAssembly an attractive platform for performance-critical

portable code, especially in web applications. However, WebAssembly makes no

inherent assumptions about its host environment, and can be embedded in other

contexts such as Node.js, a framework built on top of the JavaScript engine V8.

Not only does Node.js share many technological aspects, such as the programming

language JavaScript, with web applications, but its performance and portability

goals align well with those of WebAssembly. Sandboxing, platform-independence,

and high performance are especially relevant in cloud-based application backends,

the primary domain of Node.js.

However, one hindrance remains: Because WebAssembly code is tailored towards a

conceptual machine, it can either be interpreted on the host machine, or first com-

piled into code for the actual host architecture. As we will see below, interpretation
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leads to inadequate performance. At the same time, compilation of large Web-

Assembly modules can lead to considerable delays during the application’s startup

phase. Therefore, both strategies can result in performance issues.

Node.js is often used in serverless computing: Instead of keeping a number of servers

running at all times, the provider allocates resources dynamically with a minimal

scope. For example, Function-as-a-Service (FaaS), sometimes referred to as server-

less functions, is a deployment model in which the provider only allocates enough

resources for a single function to be executed for each request, and no internal state

is preserved between requests [1]. In this scenario, it is crucial for the function to

be executed quickly in order to produce the desired response to an incoming request

with minimal latency, making it infeasible to compile large WebAssembly modules

on each request.

This thesis analyzes the performance of V8’s WebAssembly compilers and perfor-

mance improvements enabled by compiled code caching, and contributes:

• a detailed understanding of the difficulties of WebAssembly integration into

Node.js applications;

• a comparison of the WebAssembly compilers within Node.js with respect to

their effectiveness, meaning the quality of the compilation results, and their

efficiency, meaning their performance and resource usage; and

• the design, implementation, and experimental evaluation of a multi-process

shared code cache for WebAssembly code in Node.js applications.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of background and related work. In Chapter 3,

we discuss various aspects of WebAssembly integration in Node.js applications, use

cases, and challenges. We analyze the performance and quality of code generated

3



by V8 in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we investigate the performance of V8’s Web-

Assembly compilers themselves, and the performance benefits of caching compiled

code. We also present and evaluate the design and implementation of the previously

mentioned multi-process shared code cache for WebAssembly code in Node.js appli-

cations. In Chapter 6, we draw conclusions from our work and provide future work

for consideration.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This chapter discusses existing technologies and works that are relevant to the re-

search and ideas presented in this thesis.

2.1 From JavaScript to WebAssembly

JavaScript, or, formally, EcmaScript [13], is an object-oriented programming lan-

guage, which was invented as a mechanism for adding dynamic behavior to web

pages. Web pages can embed scripts written in JavaScript, which are executed by

the user’s web browser when they visit the page. Interested readers are referred to

“JavaScript: the first 20 years” by Wirfs-Brock et al. [75] for a detailed account of

the language’s origin and development since 1995.

V8 [61] is a “JavaScript engine”. In other words, V8 is a software library that

implements EcmaScript and that applications can use to execute JavaScript code. It

was originally developed as part of the Chrome web browser, but a variety of other
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programs are also using V8 today. One of these programs is Node.js [41], which was

initially published by Ryan Dahl in 2009. It is a JavaScript runtime that can execute

JavaScript code through V8 and provides a built-in software library (“core modules”)

for JavaScript applications, as well as the ability to load additional software libraries.

Unlike web browsers, Node.js does not contain features that are only meaningful

in the context of web browsers, e.g., functions to interact with Document Object

Model (DOM) objects on web pages. Instead, Node.js was designed for web server

development [60], and the built-in software library contains classes and functions to

facilitate networking using various protocols (including TCP, UDP, HTTP, HTTP/2,

SSL/TLS, and DNS), file system access, compression, cryptography, and much more.

Many of these features would be a security risk in web browsers, where web pages

generally should not have direct access to critical resources, such as the system’s file

systems. Node.js, on the other hand, was not designed to execute untrusted code.

Starting with Node.js, JavaScript has become popular outside of web browsers, and,

while Node.js was originally designed to implement web servers, it has seen immense

growth in other areas, too. For example, Electron is a mature framework that allows

building desktop applications using Node.js, and which has been used in a variety of

successful, commercial products [40].

The immense success of JavaScript and Node.js has inspired a huge ecosystem of

tooling and libraries. Software developers benefit from being able to use the same

programming language, the same libraries, and the same tools for web pages, servers,

command-line tools, desktop applications, etc. For web and cloud applications,

Node.js enables developers to use the same technologies for front end and back end.

Nonetheless, the use of JavaScript across different domains has also highlighted short-
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comings of the language. While JavaScript has evolved considerably since its cre-

ation [75], it is still a scripting language whose performance often cannot compete

with that of compiled code (see Section 2.3). In desktop or server contexts, it is

often possible to mix slower, high-level languages with faster, low-level languages to

boost performance. For example, Node.js allows embedding code written in C [26] or

C++ [25] into JavaScript applications (see Section 3.2). However, this is generally

not possible for JavaScript applications in web browsers.

To solve this problem without requiring new technologies, the language asm.js [20]

was invented. This language is a subset of JavaScript and therefore works in any

browser or other runtime that supports JavaScript. The subset was chosen such that

it has the following properties:

1. It is possible to compile other languages, including low-level languages, such

as C or C++, to asm.js.

2. It is possible to statically validate asm.js code, and to compile and optimize it

ahead-of-time (AOT).

To facilitate the first property, asm.js supports a machine model that is similar to the

machine model of low-level languages, such as C. For example, asm.js code emulates

a heap memory section with byte addressing, in which C-style pointer operations can

be performed. Similarly, even though functions are not stored in this heap, numeric

function pointers can be used for indirect function calls.

To guarantee the second property, the asm.js specification defines a strict set of rules

that can be used to check if JavaScript code is valid asm.js code. In particular,

these rules enforce static type safety. The fact that JavaScript itself is a dynamically

typed language makes ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation infeasible, and even just-in-
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time (JIT) compilation difficult [47]. Unlike JavaScript, the asm.js subset guarantees

static type safety to a degree that allows ahead-of-time compilation.

Thanks to this design and added support for ahead-of-time compilation of asm.js in

major JavaScript implementations, including V8 [61], asm.js can offer considerable

performance benefits over JavaScript code [20]. Tools such as Emscripten [76] can

be used to compile code written in other languages, such as C, to asm.js code.

However, despite these performance advantages over JavaScript, asm.js is not an ideal

solution. Startup performance is bounded by the fact that parsing JavaScript code,

including asm.js code, is slow, especially since the generated asm.js code is often large.

Additionally, many modern CPU features are unavailable in JavaScript. For example,

JavaScript previously did not support 64-bit integer arithmetic, and even now the

only way is to use potentially slow arbitrary-precision integers. Also, the performance

of asm.js code vastly depends on the JavaScript implementation, whether it supports

asm.js, and how it chooses to compile and optimize asm.js code [77].

These aspects illustrate the need for a new language that is not a subset of JavaScript.

In 2017, WebAssembly 1.0 [66] was approved by representatives of companies and

organizations that are responsible for the advancement of web technologies through

their role in the development of web browsers and JavaScript implementations [72].

WebAssembly is not a programming language, but a hardware abstraction language:

unlike JavaScript, it was not designed to be written by hand, but to be produced

by compilers. Apart from not being a subset of JavaScript, WebAssembly has many

similarities to asm.js, and aims to solve the previously mentioned problems while

maintaining the qualities of asm.js. It is a low-level language that allows ahead-

of-time compilation without sacrificing many of the security properties of high-level
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languages (see Section 2.4), and allows WebAssembly code to use CPU features

that would be unavailable to JavaScript code, e.g., fast 64-bit integer arithmetic.

Additionally, parsing WebAssembly code is often much faster than parsing JavaScript

or asm.js code, and the code size is generally smaller in the case of WebAssembly [77].

One downside of WebAssembly with respect to asm.js is the fact that support for

the WebAssembly language must be provided by the runtime, whereas asm.js works

correctly, but not necessarily with good performance, in any JavaScript runtime.

Luckily, all major web browsers and Node.js support WebAssembly, meaning that

software developers can already use the new technology to improve the performance

of their applications [72].

2.2 WebAssembly Concepts and Terminology

This section attempts to clarify basic WebAssembly concepts and the terminology

that the rest of this thesis will use when referring to the WebAssembly technology.

2.2.1 Workflow

WebAssembly code, similar to regular assembly code, is usually not written by hand,

but produced by a compiler. Code written in programming languages such as C [26],

C++ [25], Rust [35], C# [27], and many more can be compiled to WebAssembly. In

most cases, existing compiler infrastructures, such as LLVM [31, 58], are used to pro-

duce an intermediate representation (IR) of the code that needs to be compiled. Only

the final step, the conversion from intermediate representations to WebAssembly in-

struction sequences, is specific to the WebAssembly technology [7]. For example, the
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Development

Source files main.c foo.cpp bar.rs baz.cs

Source Compilation

WebAssembly module files app.wasm lib1.wasm lib2.wasm

WebAssembly Compilation
10100100100100111000101011010100100110110111111100111010010100101001010100010001001101011110001111110111010011111010011011001100110011101101111011
1101010110011011100100011111110111110111001101010011001110010010111111001111010111000111101000010001110100100101010000110100001110000101000011000
10100101101010111110111110001110101011011100101110101010110110101001011110011110011011010010111011111011101010110101111011011011111101000011110111
1110110110000010110001011010100101001110110101010001101011010101101111101110010111110001111100011011000010100110101100011110101101101111111001101
101010111110110100010101101010111100111010110101010111110111111101010110111110111010110000101001001111100101001111010001110111
11111010110011001111111010110010001011101010001111001010000011000000100000101110001011111010000101011110111111111110010110110101
10001101101011011000011010100110100101001001010001110000011011000111100101100101100110000111110101101110010111100100100111110001011011010
110100001110110010101111111111010010111011011100011001111101111010011101011011001000010111011110000101001100101101000101010110001100110110010000101
101000111111110110010101101101111000110111101011010011010001000111000111110001011111100101011101010001011100101011111110010000001110010001000000101001
1001110011100111111111111110010101100101010110011000110110110011000100110110111011101010011010101010101111110001000000110001110001110

Executable code in memory

Figure 2.1: WebAssembly workflow

C compiler Clang, which is part of the LLVM project [58], can produce WebAssembly

modules from C code. It is often used in combination with Emscripten [76], which

provides implementations of the standard C and C++ libraries for WebAssembly,

and, therefore, simplifies porting existing code to WebAssembly.

Unlike assembly code, WebAssembly code targets a conceptual machine, and cannot

be executed by any (current) computer processor directly. In order to execute Web-

Assembly code, it must again be compiled to the target machine, or interpreted (see

Figure 2.1). In this sense, WebAssembly is an intermediate code format.

This concept has been successful in the past. For example, Java bytecode, which is

produced by compiling code written in the Java programming language, targets the

conceptual Java Virtual Machine [46]. Java bytecode is stored in class files, which,
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conceptually, are similar to WebAssembly modules. At runtime, class files, just like

WebAssembly modules, must be compiled to the target architecture, or interpreted.

However, Java and WebAssembly follow different goals: While Java bytecode was

designed to support the Java programming language and requires parts of the Java

standard library [46], WebAssembly is agnostic to the source language and does not

require it to be object-oriented [15].

WebAssembly compilation at runtime will be covered in more detail in Chapter 4.

While WebAssembly can be used “standalone”, e.g., using Wasmtime [6], it is more

commonly used as part of larger applications. For example, while Node.js applica-

tions are mostly written in JavaScript, they may also make use of WebAssembly

code. When a WebAssembly module is used as part of an application, and not as

a standalone program, we call it “embedded,” and refer to the application as the

“embedding application.”

Care must be taken not to mistake one compilation process with the other. We

attempt to always unambiguously identify input and output languages when referring

to compilation, for example, a “WebAssembly compiler” consumes WebAssembly

code and outputs code for the target architecture, but it does not compile other

languages or formats to WebAssembly.

2.2.2 WebAssembly Modules

A WebAssembly module is a collection of type, function, and data declarations and

definitions. The structure is shown in Figure 2.2. Most sections are optional, and

their order allows compilation in a single pass [15, 66].
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Header

Type definitions

Import declarations

Function declarations

Table declarations

Linear memory declarations

Global variable declarations

Export declarations

Start function

Table definitions

Code section

Data section

Figure 2.2: Structure of a WebAssembly module

WebAssembly modules are typically generated by a compiler, e.g., a C, C++, or

Rust compiler. The WebAssembly specification [66] defines a binary format for

WebAssembly modules, which is used in practice, and a textual format, which is

similar to assembly code. Where example modules, or parts thereof, are presented in

this thesis, they will be presented in textual form. When referring to the structure

or size of modules, the binary format is implied.

WebAssembly supports four scalar value types: 32-bit integers (i32), 64-bit integers

(i64), 32-bit floats (f32), and 64-bit floats (f64). The type definition section allows
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specifying function types as sequences of parameter types and sequences of return

value types.1 For example, the type of a function that accepts two 32-bit integer

parameters and returns a single 32-bit integer value would look like this:

( type ( func (param i32 i32 ) ( result i32 ) ) )

WebAssembly functions consist of a function type and a sequence of WebAssembly

instructions. These instructions operate on a conceptual stack machine, with the

stack being initially empty. For example, the following instruction sequence loads

the value of a local variable with index zero, adds a constant value of 0x1000, and

assigns the result to another local variable.

local .get 0

i32.const 0x1000

i32.add

loca l . set 1

The WebAssembly text format allows nesting instructions according to their oper-

ation on the stack in an almost functional manner. This does not affect the binary

representation of the instruction sequence, and is merely a matter of presentation.

The above instruction sequence is equivalent to this nested instruction:

( l oca l . set 1 ( i32.add ( local .get 0) ( i32.const 0x1000 ) ) )

Unlike traditional assembly languages, WebAssembly does not have a concept of

a finite set of registers. Instead, functions can declare any number of local vari-

ables. Similar to local variables in programming languages, it is the WebAssembly
1The initial WebAssembly specification [66] only allowed single return values. This restriction

has since been lifted.
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compiler’s responsibility to assign local variables to registers or memory within the

function’s stack frame. Additionally, modules can declare global variables to store

values of the above types. All variables and memory sections are initialized with the

value zero, unless explicitly declared otherwise, meaning that the values of variables

are never uninitialized or undefined in WebAssembly.

Apart from explicit access to local variables, assuming they are stored on the stack

and not in registers, WebAssembly code cannot access its own stack frames. In fact,

WebAssembly can only access a special part of the host system’s main memory, which

is referred to as linear memory. From the perspective of WebAssembly code, linear

memory is a continuous address range beginning at address zero, and extending for a

number of pages. All addresses within this range are valid, and all addresses outside

of this range are invalid.2 WebAssembly pages have a fixed size of 64 KiB, and linear

memory can be grown dynamically using the memory.grow instruction. For example,

assuming that the module’s linear memory currently consists of ten pages, i.e., the

valid address range is [0..(10 ∗ 65536 − 1)], the following instruction allocates five

more pages, and, therefore, extends the valid address range to [0..(15 ∗ 65536− 1)]:

(memory.grow ( i32.const 5) )

Linear memory is strictly separated from global and local variables, functions, etc.

This means that variables and functions, unlike in C and many other programming

languages, do not have memory addresses in WebAssembly. Compilers that produce

WebAssembly code can decide to place variables in linear memory to allow pointer

arithmetic on them. However, this is not possible for functions, but function point-

ers are an essential part of most languages. Instead, WebAssembly provides tables,
2Since addresses are unsigned, any address is either within the range or too large.
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which map indices to WebAssembly functions. The call_indirect instruction al-

lows calling a function by its index in a table. This enables languages, such as C [26],

to hide the fact that function pointers do not point to a location in memory, but

rather to an entry in a table.

Apart from these restrictions, WebAssembly modules can use linear memory arbitrar-

ily. Some languages might require pointer arithmetic within or across stack frames.

In these cases, compilers that target WebAssembly can generate code to reserve

a virtual address range within linear memory for the stack (“unmanaged stack”).

Global variables can be used as a replacement for the stack pointer and base pointer

registers [32]. Similarly, most programs utilize dynamic heap memory allocations,

e.g., using malloc in C. Again, the compiler can generate WebAssembly code that

implements memory management within linear memory. For example, WebAssembly

itself does not provide high-level memory management such as malloc, but this does

not prevent WebAssembly modules from defining their own malloc implementation.

WebAssembly does not support arbitrary jump instructions, instead, its instruc-

tions resemble control flow in programming languages. For example, this instruction

sequence sets $i to 10 if its current value is zero:

( i f ( i32.eqz ( local .get $ i ) )

( l oca l . set $ i ( i32.const 10 ) ) )

Similarly, the loop instruction can be used to create an instruction sequence in which

the br_if instruction can be used to conditionally jump back to the beginning of

the sequence. The following sequence is roughly equivalent to a C-style loop of the

form do { foo(i); } while (i-- != 0):
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( loop $repeat

( ca l l $foo ( local .get $ i ) )

( l oca l . set $ i ( i32.sub ( local .get $ i ) ( i32.const 1 ) ) )

(br_if $repeat ( i32.ne ( local .get $ i ) ( i32.const 0 ) ) ) )

Finally, the block instruction works very similarly to the loop instruction, except

that br_if and other branch instructions jump to the end of the block, not to its

beginning. The block instruction, therefore, allows skipping subsequent instructions.

Dynamic jumps through the br_table instruction allow efficient implementations of

constructs such as C-style switch statements.

These structured control flow instructions serve two purposes. On one hand, they

are close enough to low-level jump instructions to make WebAssembly compilation

simple. On the other hand, they enforce enough structure to allow static validation

of the code. For example, the instructions within a loop may not access data that is

already on the stack, and any data added to the stack within the loop is discarded

at the end of each loop iteration. Such rules allow static analysis of the stack height

and data types at any point within a function, resulting in WebAssembly being type

safe, with the exception of linear memory accesses.

The only way for WebAssembly code to interact with its environment is via imports

and exports. Import declarations can be used to obtain references to functions

provided by the host system. For example, WebAssembly code itself cannot access

the user’s terminal or the process’s standard input/output streams, and therefore

cannot display a message to the user. However, the embedding application might

provide a function to display such a message, and the WebAssembly module can

import it.
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Analogous to import declarations, export declarations specify which declared entities

(i.e., functions, linear memory, global variables, tables) should be exposed to the

module’s environment.

2.2.3 WebAssembly Instances

A WebAssembly module only describes the behavior and structure of the binary. A

WebAssembly instance is a specific instance of the module and shares no state with

other instances of the same module. Analogous to the relation between classes and

objects in object-oriented languages, the module acts as a blueprint of the behavior

and structure of WebAssembly instances.

Similarly, a WebAssembly module defines a set of imports, e.g., functions. However,

these only define the type of what is to be imported, and not the implementation. A

WebAssembly instance maps each import to an implementation, which must match

the parameter and return value types defined in the respective WebAssembly module.

This adds to the ability to isolate WebAssembly code from the host system. Since

WebAssembly does not have a concept of traditional system calls via interrupts, ac-

cess to the underlying host system can only be achieved through calls to imported

functions (see Section 3.3). The host system can implement these functions arbitrar-

ily to grant, restrict, or emulate access, without having to change the WebAssembly

module, which only defines parameter and return values of these functions. In fact,

the same process can use multiple instances of the same WebAssembly module, and

these instances can have different levels of access to the host system.
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2.3 WebAssembly Performance

Most existing research around WebAssembly focuses on performance comparisons

between JavaScript, WebAssembly, and native code.

Haas et al. described the motivation behind WebAssembly, its design goals, code

execution and validation [15]. The authors used the PolyBench/C benchmark [51]

to compare the performance of WebAssembly to that of native code and asm.js [20]

(see Section 2.1). They found that WebAssembly was 33.7% faster on average than

asm.js, and that the execution time of WebAssembly was less than 150% of the native

execution time for 20 out of 24 benchmarks. It is important to note that V8 only

implemented the TurboFan compiler [62] at that time, and did not use the Liftoff

compiler [18] that is discussed later in this thesis.

Herrera et al. used the Ostrich benchmark suite [29] to compare the performance

of native code, WebAssembly, and JavaScript. The benchmark performs numerical

computations that are deemed relevant for scientific computations, such as machine

learning. While they also found WebAssembly in Node.js to be slower than native

code, it consistently outperformed JavaScript in all environments [21, 22].

Malle et al. conducted experiments comparing WebAssembly to JavaScript, asm.js,

and native code in the context of artificial intelligence algorithms [34]. The results

are in line with the results reported by Haas et al. [15] and Herrera et al. [21, 22], and

again show that WebAssembly is faster than JavaScript for scientific computations,

but slower than native code. The authors suggest that future additions to Web-

Assembly such as single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) instructions will likely

reduce the difference between WebAssembly and native code.
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Matsuo et al. suggested using WebAssembly in browser-based volunteer computing.

They found WebAssembly outperformed JavaScript for long-running tasks, but the

overhead of compiling and optimizing WebAssembly before being able to run it

caused performance gains to disappear for tasks with short durations [36].

Jangda et al. exposed performance flaws of WebAssembly implementations in web

browsers [28]. In their research, they used the SPEC CPU® 2006 and SPEC CPU®

2017 benchmark suites3 to achieve more realistic results than previous publications

that were focused on purely scientific computation, and found that, on average, Web-

Assembly code in the V8-based web browser Chrome was 55% slower than native

code. To explain the performance gap, the authors analyzed the differences between

compiled WebAssembly code generated by V8 and native code generated by a C

compiler, and found multiple problems: In general, V8 produces more instructions,

for example, because it does not utilize all available memory addressing modes and

therefore needs to generate more instructions to calculate memory addresses. V8 also

generates more branch instructions than the respective C compiler. The increased

code size not only leads to more CPU cycles required to execute the code, it also

causes more cache misses in the processor’s L1 instruction cache. Additionally, the

code generated by V8 suffers from increased register pressure due to sub-optimal

register allocations and the fact that some registers are reserved for memory man-

agement by V8. Finally, the WebAssembly specification mandates certain safety

checks at runtime, for example, during dynamic branch or call instructions, which

also incur a performance cost. However, despite these problems, the authors also

showed that WebAssembly was 54% faster than asm.js in the same browser.
3SPEC is a registered trademark of the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation.
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Hu et al. demonstrated that the performance of WebAssembly is sufficient to perform

speech recognition in real-time, for example, as part of a web application [23]. Simi-

larly, Zhuravleva implemented live video processing, including object recognition in

real time, in WebAssembly [79]. These examples show that WebAssembly has enor-

mous potential to bridge the gap between fast low-level languages and high-level

languages, such as JavaScript, in security-critical environments.

The multitude of publications highlighting the performance benefits of WebAssembly

over JavaScript has inspired efforts to simplify the integration of WebAssembly

into existing JavaScript applications. For example, Reiser et al. proposed a cross-

compilation method from JavaScript to WebAssembly that resulted in significant

speedups of computationally intensive algorithms [53]. Closely related are variants

of JavaScript that target WebAssembly, such as AssemblyScript, which provides

better performance than JavaScript [64]. Cabrera Arteaga et al. applied superop-

timization to WebAssembly, and were able to improve WebAssembly code beyond

optimizations provided by compilers [7].

2.4 WebAssembly Security

As discussed in the previous sections, WebAssembly provides extensive memory isola-

tion features. Combined with the host system’s ability to intercept, deny, or emulate

all accesses from WebAssembly code to its host system, or from the host system to

WebAssembly, these security properties ensure that even vulnerable or faulty Web-

Assembly cannot escape isolation [16]. Many attacks, such as privilege escalation,

are unlikely with these security guarantees.
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In fact, these properties are so unique, that they have motivated research into re-

structured operating systems. Wen et al. propose a new operating system that can

execute WebAssembly code natively within the kernel [74]. According to their re-

search, WebAssembly does not require the usual security restrictions imposed by an

operating system distinguishing between kernel and user mode, because, by design,

WebAssembly cannot access foreign resources.

Despite these concepts, WebAssembly does not automatically prevent many tradi-

tional memory-related vulnerabilities and attacks, as demonstrated by Lehmann et

al. [32]. For example, if C code contains a vulnerability that allows an attacker to

access or overwrite data in the program’s heap memory area, compiling the code

to WebAssembly will likely not eliminate the vulnerability. However, an attacker

would only be able to access the parts of the heap that belong to the vulnerable

WebAssembly module, that is, its linear memory.

To mitigate such risks further, Disselkoen et al. proposed a memory-safe variant of

WebAssembly, which requires compilers to add information about memory semantics

to WebAssembly modules, which can then be used by a WebAssembly compiler

or runtime to verify and enforce these semantics [12]. The authors criticize that

WebAssembly was not designed with a greater focus on memory safety.

2.5 WebAssembly and Serverless Computing

Serverless Computing refers to on-demand resource provisioning, in which applica-

tion instances can be created and destroyed at any point. When an application re-

quires more resources, more instances of the same application are spawned with very
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little delay, but on the other hand, when it has more resources than it needs, some of

its instances might be destroyed. One such serverless architecture was invented by

Varda et al., and allows running various instances of JavaScript and WebAssembly

applications in a distributed cloud network [63]. Their concept focuses on executing

untrusted third-party code in a secure and efficient manner.

Function-as-a-Service (FaaS), sometimes referred to as “serverless functions,” is a

serverless deployment model in which the provider only allocates enough resources

for a single function to be executed for each request, and no internal state is preserved

between requests [1]. A well-designed application benefits from the scalability of this

approach, meaning its ability to immediately adapt to changing workloads. In this

scenario, it is crucial for the function to be executed quickly in order to produce the

desired response to an incoming request with minimal latency.

Hall et al. investigated WebAssembly as a platform for serverless applications. They

came to the conclusion that the security properties of WebAssembly allow isolation

similar to virtualization via containers, and that, while WebAssembly generally did

not outperform native code, containers often took longer to start than the respective

WebAssembly implementations. This “cold start penalty” caused WebAssembly to

provide better performance in certain scnearios [16].

Gadepalli et al. also proposed using WebAssembly as a basis for serverless computing.

They also found that WebAssembly was a promising alternative to containers and

virtual machines and allowed faster startup of applications, resulting in a lower initial

latency [14].

Napieralla considered WebAssembly for edge computing on IoT devices and com-

pared it to container-based solutions [37]. In line with the previous two publications,
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they also found that WebAssembly provided fast startup times compared to contain-

ers, but did not outperform native solutions for long-running tasks.

One problem in serverless computing is that, since resources are provisioned on-

demand, persistent data must be stored externally, and not within an instance of

the application. This is especially relevant in FaaS models, where each function is

supposed to be stateless, and can only persist state externally. Zhang et al. presented

an approach to reduce data transmissions between computational units and storage

nodes [78]. Instead of retrieving data and then performing computation on it, their

design allows applications to provide WebAssembly code to storage nodes (“storage

functions”), which then execute the given code on the data directly, without the need

of transferring the data to the computational unit first.

2.6 Related Code Caching Technologies

The idea of caching compiled code beyond single processes is not new, and has

been implemented for other languages. Bhattacharya et al. discussed improvements

for the shared class cache (SCC) used by the J9 Java virtual machine. While its

primary purpose is to reduce memory usage by sharing required class files, the SCC

also contains compiled code, reducing application startup times significantly [2, 19].

Patros et al. invented a mechanism to reuse compilation results for Platform as a

Service (PaaS) clouds via Dynamically Compiled Artifact Sharing (DCAS), with a

focus on the Java SCC [48, 11].

Park et al. proposed a method to reuse code generated by an optimizing JavaScript

just-in-time (JIT) compiler, allowing ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation based on
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previous compilations of the same code. Their benchmarks demonstrated significant

speedups in JavaScript application performance [47]. The authors also highlighted

the need for such technologies due to the increasing code size of web applications.

Haas et al. discuss two ways to improve compilation and startup times for Web-

Assembly in web browsers [15]. According to their research, parallel compilation

using multiple threads leads to compilation times that are 80% lower than those of

single-threaded compilation. V8 already implements parallel compilation by assign-

ing individual WebAssembly functions to separate compilation threads. The authors

also suggest that developers cache compiled WebAssembly modules in browsers using

client-side IndexedDB databases [65].

However, IndexedDB is not available in Node.js, and as of 2020, support for Web-

Assembly modules in IndexedDB databases has been removed from V8, making it

impossible for developers to explicitly cache compiled WebAssembly modules. In-

stead, web browsers are encouraged to implement implicit code caching as part of

streaming WebAssembly compilation [4], which is not available in Node.js.

2.7 Research Outlook

The literature review discussed in the previous sections has inspired multiple re-

search goals. First, while many existing publications analyze the performance of

WebAssembly code and compare it to that of JavaScript and native code, they only

provide limited insight into the potential of WebAssembly in the context of Node.js.

For modern applications, performance is not the only critical factor during devel-

opment and deployment. Chapter 3, therefore, considers other relevant aspects,
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including interfaces between JavaScript, WebAssembly, and native code, and the

interoperability of these technologies.

More importantly, while existing work compares the performance of WebAssembly

to that of other technologies, it does not sufficiently distinguish between different

WebAssembly compilation strategies in V8 and Node.js. Recent versions of V8 and

Node.js provide multiple WebAssembly compilers with different performance goals

and properties. Chapter 4 analyzes the performance and quality of code produced

by the available WebAssembly compilers and briefly compares it to interpretation,

which is another WebAssembly execution strategy provided by V8 and Node.js that

does not require compilation.

Finally, existing research has not focused on the performance of WebAssembly com-

pilation itself. Therefore, Chapter 5 discusses performance differences between dif-

ferent WebAssembly compilers and compilation strategies in V8 and Node.js, and

proposes compiled code caching as a solution to long compilation times. While this

solution takes inspiration from related work presented in Section 2.6, existing code

caching solutions are either restricted to web browsers or were designed for other

languages. Unlike these previous designs and implementations, our cache system is

specific to WebAssembly and Node.js, even though it could be extended to other

runtimes that support WebAssembly.

The idea of compiled code caching is closely related to the research referred to in

Section 2.5, which shows that WebAssembly has the potential to be used in serverless

computing, which often requires short application startup delays [1], and compilation

at runtime can be a significant hindrance to that goal. Therefore, compiled code

caching could improve WebAssembly’s suitability for serverless environments.
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Chapter 3

Considerations for Using

WebAssembly in Node.js

This chapter discusses aspects of Node.js andWebAssembly, and the relation between

these two technologies. Just like Node.js itself, WebAssembly is not always an ideal

choice, and many factors must be examined when considering its use.

We will consider three kinds of code that can be used within Node.js: JavaScript,

native addons, and WebAssembly. This chapter will not focus on the pure per-

formance of each kind of code, as the performance differences have already been

explored at length by previous publications (see Section 2.3). All studies indicate

that WebAssembly code is generally slower than native code, but can be faster than

JavaScript. Similarly, we will not consider asm.js (see Section 2.1) from this point

forward, since it has been effectively superseded by WebAssembly.

This chapter contributes a detailed understanding of the possibilities and hindrances

of WebAssembly integration in Node.js applications based on existing language and
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interface specifications, and combines information from these documents with ex-

perience in and knowledge about Node.js software development. Section 3.5.2 and

Section 3.5.3 explore problems related to the data exchange between JavaScript and

WebAssembly code. Section 3.5.5.2 introduces an open-source software library that

was published by the author of this thesis to improve WebAssembly integration in

Node.js applications.

3.1 JavaScript and WebAssembly in Node.js

JavaScript, or, formally, ECMAScript [13], is the primary programming language of

the web and Node.js applications. JavaScript in web browsers is often referred to as

“client-side JavaScript”, and JavaScript within Node.js as “server-side JavaScript”,

since Node.js was designed to implement web servers [41]. The ability to use the

same language for client-side and server-side code, potentially as part of the same

application, has affected software development over the last decade [75]. For example,

not only do developers not need to learn different programming languages for different

parts of an application, but they can often use the same software libraries in browsers

and in Node.js, which reduces the need to familiarize themselves with new application

programming interfaces (APIs) and libraries. Similarly, many software development

tools can be used both for client-side and server-side code, including test frameworks,

integrated development environments (IDEs), and software debugging, monitoring,

and profiling tools. Additionally, since JavaScript was designed to be portable and

makes no assumptions about the underlying hardware or operating system, Node.js

applications also benefit from portability and hardware-independence. All these
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aspects equally apply to WebAssembly. While primarily designed for use in web

browsers, it can also be integrated into Node.js applications. WebAssembly was

designed to work well when embedded into JavaScript applications, which is the

case both in browsers and in Node.js. Given how successful JavaScript has been on

both sides [75], it is likely that WebAssembly will see wide adoption as well.

The WebAssembly JavaScript Interface allows JavaScript applications to interact

with WebAssembly code and will be described in detail in Section 3.5.1.

3.2 Node.js Native Addons versus WebAssembly

With the addition of WebAssembly to Node.js, there are three kinds of code that are

supported: JavaScript, native addons, and WebAssembly. While JavaScript code

and WebAssembly are interpreted and/or compiled by V8 (see Chapter 4), native

addons behave like shared libraries and allow embedding “native” code, e.g., compiled

C or C++ code.

Unlike WebAssembly, native addons have direct access to the underlying system and

its resources (file systems, network interfaces, etc.), with the only restrictions being

imposed by the operating system. While this might be a desired or even required

feature for some use cases, it might be a security risk in others [42].

In cloud server (or serverless) environments, native code requires stricter isolation

than JavaScript and WebAssembly (see Section 2.5). For example, JavaScript and

WebAssembly cannot perform system calls directly (see Section 3.3), and access

to physical resources can thus be controlled by the JavaScript and WebAssembly

runtime. Native code, on the other hand, must be isolated, e.g., by running inside of
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a virtual container, to prevent it from accessing physical resources, and from using

system calls to communicate with the operating system’s kernel.

Additionally, native addons usually need to be compiled on the target platform, while

WebAssembly is portable and agnostic of the system architecture. WebAssembly can

be deployed just like JavaScript files, and will work on any hardware and operating

system. Native code, on the other hand, targets a specific hardware architecture and

operating system. Installing software libraries or applications that use native addons

thus usually requires compiling the source files into native code, which requires the

target machine to have a compiler toolchain installed and configured properly.

Section 3.5.1 describes how WebAssembly functions can be called from JavaScript

directly (and vice versa), eliminating the need for “glue code” in WebAssembly, and

in the low-level code that was compiled to WebAssembly. This is not the case for

native addons. Native functions cannot be called from JavaScript directly, meaning

that C/C++ “glue code” is required to manage the interaction between JavaScript

and native functions, to convert between JavaScript and native types, etc. For this

purpose, native addons can use the N-API software library provided by Node.js [43],

which consists of C type and function definitions that allow native C or C++ code

to interact with Node.js and V8 and to consume and create JavaScript values. As

Section 3.6 will show, compiling C or C++ code that uses N-API to WebAssembly

is difficult, and might not be beneficial. Section 3.5.4 describes an alternative for

interaction between JavaScript and WebAssembly beyond what is implicitly allowed

by the WebAssembly JavaScript Interface (see Section 3.5.1).

As discussed in Section 2.3, current WebAssembly implementations are still slower

than native code for many use cases, and their access to CPU features and hardware
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acceleration is more restricted. Performance-critical code might therefore still benefit

from the advantages of native code, at the cost of security and portability.

3.3 WebAssembly System Interface (WASI)

The WebAssembly System Interface (WASI) [5] was designed as a replacement for

system calls (“syscalls”). Usually, low-level languages invoke system calls by inten-

tionally causing a software interrupt, which allows the system’s kernel to handle the

interrupt and execute the requested function.

WebAssembly does not have access to system calls for multiple reasons, one of them

being that WebAssembly does not support interrupts. Additionally, system calls

would allow WebAssembly to access the host system, which violates the security

goals of WebAssembly. Finally, the mechanics of system calls depend on the oper-

ating system, and different operating systems provide different sets of system calls.

WebAssembly, on the other hand, was designed to be portable, and to not depend

on the underlying operating system.

However, most C and C++ applications make use of the standard C/C++ libraries

(libc [26] and libc++ [25], respectively), which include various functions that require

system calls, e.g., file input/output operations, retrieving the current system time,

etc. To solve this problem, the WebAssembly System Interface [5] is currently being

designed, and an experimental implementation is available in Node.js [44]. Instead

of platform-specific system calls, WASI consists of a set of platform-independent

functions that can be imported by WebAssembly modules. These functions are

sufficient to implement the C/C++ standard libraries on top of them.
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This approach aligns well with the goals of WebAssembly. It preserves portability

since the WASI specification describes the requirements for each “system call” re-

gardless of the underlying platform. At the same time, since WASI “system calls” are

regular functions, the host system can implement them arbitrarily, or even provide

different WASI implementations for different instances of the same module.

Combined with a compatible standard library implementation, such as those pro-

vided by LLVM [31, 58] or Emscripten [76], WASI allows compiling existing C and

C++ applications and libraries in a platform-independent manner, which can then be

used on any platform that implements WASI. This is not limited to JavaScript run-

times such as Node.js and Deno [10], web pages can also provide their own JavaScript

WASI implementations that simulate file systems and other system resources. Web

browsers could allow users to selectively grant WebAssembly code access to their

system, or parts thereof, through WASI. Similarly, Wasmtime [6] is a standalone

WebAssembly runtime that implements WASI and allows running WebAssembly

code like any other native application.

3.4 Use Cases of WebAssembly in Node.js

Like native code, WebAssembly has the potential to be much faster than JavaScript

(see Section 2.3). It is not subject to garbage collection, and has usually already been

optimized by an optimizing compiler ahead-of-time. Unlike JavaScript, it is also an

excellent compilation target for low-level languages. However, unlike native code,

WebAssembly provides the portability of JavaScript, and similar security properties.

Therefore, portable WebAssembly modules can provide good performance for CPU-
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JavaScript WebAssembly Native code

Performance Medium Good Best

Portability Good Good Very limited

Security Good Medium Bad

Sandboxing Possible Yes Requires virtualization

Hardware features No Limited Yes

As compilation target Bad Good Good

Table 3.1: Qualitative comparison of JavaScript, WebAssembly, and native code in
Node.js

intensive tasks, such as numerical algorithms, media processing, data compression,

image synthesis, and scientific computations.

Another reason to use WebAssembly is to avoid rewriting existing code for use with

Node.js. Instead of converting the code to JavaScript or wrapping it in a native

addon, low-level code can often simply be compiled to WebAssembly, and then used

from Node.js directly (see Section 3.5.1).

Third, as described in Section 3.1, JavaScript has benefited from the ability to use the

same code on different platforms, e.g., in client-side web applications and server-side

Node.js applications, and this will likely also be true for WebAssembly.

Based on the previous sections and Chapter 2, Table 3.1 shows a qualitative com-

parison of JavaScript, WebAssembly, and native code in Node.js.
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3.4.1 Side-channel Attacks Against Cryptographic Proce-

dures

A particular use case for embedding C or other low-level code into JavaScript appli-

cations is cryptography. While Node.js provides a cryptography module, browsers

only provide limited cryptographic features via the Web Cryptography API [17, 38].

Watt et al. argue that these available frameworks are insufficient for modern applica-

tions [70]. Much earlier, this fact had already led to JavaScript implementations of

cryptographic routines, however, JavaScript turned out to be far from ideal for imple-

menting such algorithms [17, 57], and can lead to insecure implementations [70]. As

discussed above, WebAssembly is a better target for low-level code than JavaScript

and provides more predictable performance, which is why Protzenko et al. suggest

using WebAssembly as a new platform for cryptographic code [52]. However, as

shown by Watt et al., the translation from WebAssembly code to instructions for the

target architecture can introduce side-channel vulnerabilities, especially timing side-

channel leaks due to optimization during compilation [70]. Since this compilation

step cannot be controlled by the developer, but depends on the WebAssembly inter-

preter/compiler of the respective runtime, this risk is almost impossible to mitigate.

The researchers proposed an extension of the WebAssembly specification that allows

constant-time operations and reduces the risk of side-channel attacks [70]. How-

ever, at the time of writing, this extension is not readily available in WebAssembly

compilers or runtimes.
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3.5 Integration into JavaScript Applications

This section describes the integration of WebAssembly code into Node.js applica-

tions, as well as resulting issues, and relevant restrictions.

3.5.1 WebAssembly JavaScript Interface

The WebAssembly JavaScript Interface specification [67] was released along with

the first version of the WebAssembly specification [66]. It defines how JavaScript

applications can embed WebAssembly modules, and how they can interact with

WebAssembly instances (see Section 2.2).

The following WebAssembly module imports a function $multiply from the name-

space “env”. It declares and exports linear memory with an initial size of four pages

(see Section 2.2), and a function square, which takes a 32-bit integer x and returns

$multiply(x, x).

(module

( import "env" "multiply"

( func $mult ip ly (param i32 ) (param i32 ) ( result i32 ) ) )

(memory (export "memory" ) 4)

( func (export "square" ) (param $x i32 ) ( result i32 )

( ca l l $mult ip ly ( local .get $x ) ( local .get $x ) ) ) )

In the following, wireBytes refers to the binary encoding of this WebAssembly

module, which has a size of 82 bytes:

const wireBytes = new Uint8Array (

[ 0 x00 , 0x61 , /* 78 more bytes */ , 0x00 , 0x0b ] ) ;
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In Node.js, WebAssembly modules can be created from this binary representation

in two ways. This step validates the module and compiles it such that it can subse-

quently be used. First, the constructor of the WebAssembly.Module class provides a

synchronous way of creating a WebAssembly module, meaning that it only returns

when compilation has finished, and blocks the calling thread until that happens.

const module = new WebAssembly . Module ( wireBytes ) ;

Alternatively, the WebAssembly.compile function asynchronously compiles the mod-

ule in the background. It returns a Promise object immediately, which represents

work that is being completed in the background, and which invokes its “then” call-

back when that work, i.e., the compilation, has finished [13]. The result of the

compilation (i.e., the module) is passed to the “then” callback. Due to this asyn-

chronous behavior, any code after the call to compile potentially executes before

the callback.

WebAssembly . compi le ( wireBytes ) . then ( function (module ) {

// Use the module here.

} ) ;

In either case, the returned module variable is now an instance of the JavaScript

class WebAssembly.Module. As discussed in Section 2.2, a WebAssembly module

describes structure and behavior, but to execute the code, a WebAssembly instance

of the module is necessary. For example, the obtained module is unaware of any

implementation of the imported multiply function, which would be required to call

the square function. Imports can be passed as an object containing namespaces. In

this case, we will only declare the “env” namespace, which contains a single function.
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const importObject = {

env : {

mult ip ly : (x , y ) => x ∗ y

}

} ;

To create a WebAssembly instance from the obtained module, the WebAssembly

JavaScript Interface again provides one synchronous and one asynchronous option.

For brevity, only the synchronous API is presented here.

const i n s t anc e = new WebAssembly . Ins tance (module , importObject ) ;

The returned instance is now bound to the specific imports, and provides its own

exports via instance.exports. The square function can now be called directly,

and the WebAssembly JavaScript Interface converts between the JavaScript number

type and the WebAssembly i32 type automatically.

i n s t anc e . export s . square (5 ) // returns 25

Note that the return value depends on the implementation of the JavaScript function

multiply that was imported by the WebAssembly module. If, instead of the above

implementation of multiply, the function (x, y) => x + y had been passed to

the WebAssembly instance during its creation, the square function would return

5 + 5 = 10 instead of 5∗5 = 25. The ability to change the behavior of WebAssembly

code through imported functions without changing the WebAssembly code itself is

an important portability and security aspect, see Chapter 2 and Section 3.3.

Not only functions can be exported, but also global variables, function tables, and

linear memory objects. Indices into function tables are the WebAssembly equiva-
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lent to function pointers in low-level languages, and can be used to pass “function

pointers” to WebAssembly functions between JavaScript and WebAssembly. Lin-

ear memory objects represent the linear memory of a WebAssembly instance. In

this example, the module exports its own linear memory, which is an instance of

the WebAssembly.Memory class in JavaScript, and allows direct read/write memory

access from JavaScript through its buffer property.

const exportedMemory = i n s t anc e . export s .memory ;

const s i z e = exportedMemory . bu f f e r . byteLength ;

Since the WebAssembly module declared its linear memory object with an initial size

of four pages, the JavaScript variable size now has the value 4 ∗ 65536 = 262144.

As we have seen in this section, the WebAssembly JavaScript Interface makes interac-

tion between JavaScript and WebAssembly relatively simple. Note that, at the time

of writing, Node.js does not implement the WebAssembly Web API [68], which was

released along with the WebAssembly JavaScript Interface, and provides functions

for streaming compilation. These allow JavaScript applications in web browsers to

compile WebAssembly code while it is being received over a network stream, with-

out requiring to fetch it entirely before beginning compilation, which reduces delays.

However, Node.js applications usually load code from a local file system, which

makes streaming compilation less advantageous than in a web browser, where code

is loaded over the network. The primary reason for a missing implementation of the

WebAssembly Web API in Node.js is the fact that Node.js does not implement re-

quired web technologies [68], which were designed for web browsers. Future versions

of Node.js might implement these required technologies and the WebAssembly Web
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API, which would improve compatibility between JavaScript code running in web

browsers and JavaScript code within Node.js.

3.5.2 Data Access from WebAssembly

The limited access that WebAssembly has to its environment can be a severe re-

striction of interaction between WebAssembly and JavaScript. While it is a crucial

security feature, it makes accessing JavaScript values from WebAssembly difficult.

JavaScript can only pass fixed numbers of scalar values to WebAssembly, and vice

versa. Large data structures and unstructured data can only be transferred through

linear memory (see Section 3.5.1). Copying data from and to linear memory can be

a significant performance burden and complicates function calls.

3.5.2.1 Example

We will demonstrate this problem using an example. Assume aWebAssembly module

implements and exports the equivalent of the C standard library function strstr,

which locates the first occurrence of a string needle within a string haystack, and

returns a pointer to the occurrence [26]. There is no need to use WebAssembly for

this, of course, and it would be trivial to implement the same behavior in JavaScript.

However, this example will highlight some of the problems. From JavaScript, the

function can be called as follows:

const r e s u l t = i n s t anc e . export s . s t r s t r ( haystack , need l e ) ;

However, haystack and needle cannot be JavaScript strings because only scalar

values can be passed to and from WebAssembly. Additionally, even if a pointer to
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the memory representing a string could be passed directly, the JavaScript memory

model stores strings as sequences of UTF-16 code units, whereas the memory model

of the C standard library does not [13].

In order for WebAssembly to be able to access both strings, they must reside in the

linear memory of the WebAssembly instance. However, while JavaScript can access

linear memory, it generally cannot know the linear memory layout chosen by the

WebAssembly instance. For example, some (or most) parts of the linear memory

might already be in use as part of the WebAssembly module’s own memory man-

agement, e.g., as part of the “unmanaged stack” or as part of dynamic memory

allocations (see Section 2.2.2). While the WebAssembly module could reserve a stat-

ically allocated memory area within its own linear memory for such data exchange,

this would enforce a static limit on the size of data that can be exchanged. Therefore,

it is often necessary for WebAssembly to export its own memory management func-

tions so the embedding application can use them. In this case, we will assume that

the WebAssembly module exports functions equivalent to the C standard library

functions free, malloc, and strstr [26], which can then be used in JavaScript:

const { f r e e , malloc , s t r s t r } = i n s t anc e . export s ;

In our example, the embedding JavaScript code first needs to encode the JavaScript

strings haystack and needle into byte sequences:

const encoder = new TextEncoder ( ) ;

const hBytes = encoder . encode ( haystack ) ;

const nBytes = encoder . encode ( need le ) ;
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While JavaScript itself uses UTF-16 internally [13], the TextEncoder class encodes

strings as UTF-8 sequences, which are compatible with the C standard library.1

Since these byte sequences were newly allocated outside of WebAssembly linear mem-

ory, they are still inaccessible to WebAssembly. In order for WebAssembly code to be

able to access them, they must be copied to linear memory, which requires allocating

sufficiently large memory sections within linear memory first:

const hPtr = malloc ( hBytes . byteLength + 1 ) ;

i f ( hPtr === 0) throw new OutOfMemoryError ( ) ;

try {

const nPtr = malloc ( nBytes . byteLength + 1 ) ;

i f ( nPtr === 0) throw new OutOfMemoryError ( ) ;

try {

// Continue here.

} f ina l ly {

f r e e ( nPtr ) ;

}

} f ina l ly {

f r e e ( hPtr ) ;

}

As this simple case demonstrates, accessing low-level memory management within

WebAssembly involves a substantial amount of error handling and manual cleanup.

After having acquired both pointers, which are relative to the beginning of the in-

stance’s linear memory, JavaScript can safely copy the data to the locations indicated
1This is only true for strings that do not contain the null character (’\0’). Unlike JavaScript

strings, C strings cannot contain the null character [26].
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by the pointers. Since the length of a C string is determined based on a terminating

null character, the embedding JavaScript code must ensure that terminating null

characters are added, which is why we intentionally allocated room for one addi-

tional byte per string in the previous code snippet. To be able to access and modify

bytes within the linear memory, we need to use the Uint8Array adapter class:

const memoryView = new Uint8Array ( linearMemory . bu f f e r ) ;

memoryView . s e t ( hBytes , hPtr ) ;

memoryView [ hPtr + hBytes . byteLength ] = 0 ;

memoryView . s e t ( nBytes , nPtr ) ;

memoryView [ nPtr + nBytes . byteLength ] = 0 ;

At this point, the C strings can be accessed from WebAssembly code, and the em-

bedding JavaScript code can now simply pass the pointers to the C function:

const r e s u l tP t r = s t r s t r ( hPtr , nPtr ) ;

Finally, the result can be converted to a JavaScript string again:

i f ( r e s u l tP t r === 0)

return null ;

const l ength = hBytes . byteLength − ( r e s u l tP t r − hPtr ) ;

const r e su l tBy t e s = new Uint8Array ( linearMemory . bu f f e r ,

r e su l tPt r , l ength ) ;

const decoder = new TextDecoder ( ) ;

return decoder . decode ( r e su l tBy t e s ) ;
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3.5.2.2 Complex Data Structures

In the previous example, we only considered strings, whose memory layout is simple

compared to most other data structures in high-level programming languages. In

fact, similar to different character encodings for strings, most complex data structures

do not have a universal representation as byte sequences. For example, unlike in high-

level programming languages, such as Java [46] and JavaScript, arrays in C do not

contain information about their own dimensions [26].

Even if WebAssembly code was able to access memory belonging to its embedding

application, it would not be able to use the data structures, especially not in a

portable manner. This means that passing any non-trivial amount of data to Web-

Assembly is inherently difficult. Even simple byte sequences and strings, which only

need to be copied to linear memory, require interaction with the internal memory

management of the WebAssembly instance, e.g., by allocating and freeing memory

dynamically. Passing more complex structures, e.g., C-style struct types [26], from

JavaScript to WebAssembly (or vice-versa) requires precise knowledge of the mem-

ory layout of the structure within the WebAssembly instance’s linear memory. Data

types with dynamic structure, which are common in high-level languages, such as

JavaScript [13], bring even more complexity with them.

An attempt to solve this problem is the Interface Types Proposal [8, 69], which adds

types and instructions to WebAssembly to convert between data structures of the

embedding application and data structures of the embedded WebAssembly module.

However, while this proposal makes passing data from and to WebAssembly more

convenient, it supports a limited set of complex types only, and adds significant
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complexity to the WebAssembly specification. The proposal also still requires the

WebAssembly module to implement dynamic memory management. At the time of

writing, it is at stage “Phase 1 - Feature Proposal (CG)” [73], which means that it

is still far away from being included in the WebAssembly specification.

An alternative is presented in Section 3.5.4, however, it is specific to JavaScript, and

thus limits portability of WebAssembly code.

3.5.3 Memory Access from JavaScript

Many computationally intensive algorithms produce large results that are stored in

memory. When compiled to WebAssembly, such results must be stored in linear

memory. We will attempt to demonstrate an important restriction of linear memory

access from JavaScript with an example. We will assume a WebAssembly module

that was generated from C code, and which defines a function whose return value is

a pointer to memory that was dynamically allocated using the malloc function.2

The following C function allocates 1024 KiB of memory and fills the allocated area

with the given byte, assuming the allocation succeeded, otherwise, it returns the

NULL pointer.

2While WebAssembly itself does not provide dynamic memory management, the C standard
library does, and tools such as Emscripten [76] allow WebAssembly code to use the C standard li-
brary. Users may also implement their own memory management within the WebAssembly module,
see Section 2.2.
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unsigned char∗ f i l l_1mib (unsigned char b) {

s i z e_t s i z e = 1024 ∗ 1024 ;

char∗ mem = malloc ( s i z e ) ;

for ( s i z e_t i = 0 ; mem ! = NULL && i < s i z e ; i++)

mem[ i ] = b ;

return mem;

}

When invoked from JavaScript, the C function will return the pointer as a 32-bit

integer. Since, from the perspective of WebAssembly, the address range of linear

memory always begins at zero and is continuous, the JavaScript code can interpret

the pointer as an offset into the linear memory of the WebAssembly instance.

As described in Section 3.5.1, JavaScript code can access the linear memory through

the WebAssembly JavaScript Interface. For this purpose, JavaScript uses the built-in

ArrayBuffer class, which represents allocated memory. This ArrayBuffer, com-

bined with the returned pointer ptr, allows JavaScript to access the result directly:

const byte = 'w' . charCodeAt ( 0 ) ;

const ptr = i n s t anc e . export s . f i l l_1mib ( byte ) ;

const mem = i n s t anc e . export s .memory ;

The calling JavaScript code could now obtain a copy of the memory area using

mem.buffer.slice(ptr, ptr + 1024 * 1024). However, if the result is large (in

this example, 1024 KiB), copying it to a new memory area can become a significant

performance problem, depending on how often the function needs to be invoked.

At first, it might seem that a simple solution exists: Since the WebAssembly code

already allocated a part of its own linear memory for the result, it would be conve-
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nient and efficient to keep referring to the relevant part of its linear memory instead

of copying the data to a new location. This remains possible through the obtained

linear memory object mem, however, this approach quickly leads to problems.

First, the ArrayBuffer representing the linear memory may be “detached”. This

may happen, for example, when the size of the linear memory changes. Because

the ECMAScript language specification requires the size of an ArrayBuffer to be

unchangeable, a new ArrayBuffer object is created to represent the same linear

memory, but with the new size. The old instance of the ArrayBuffer will be marked

as “detached” and will not allow access to the linear memory anymore. Any function

that refers to the WebAssembly instance’s linear memory would have to handle

this case, and would need access to the WebAssembly instance to retrieve the new

ArrayBuffer, which it could then use to access the result. This adds unrealistic

complexity to any function that would otherwise use simple standard methods to

access memory.

The second problem is related to memory management. The memory was dynam-

ically allocated within WebAssembly, meaning that it cannot be reused for other

purposes. Multiple calls to the function fill_1mib allocate 1 MiB of memory each,

which can quickly lead to resource exhaustion. To avoid memory leaks, the mem-

ory should be deallocated by calling free from within WebAssembly when it is not

needed anymore. This needs to be ensured by the calling JavaScript code, which

usually relies on garbage collection for memory management. If free is called too

late, or not at all, the application might end up using too much memory. If free is

called before the result is not needed anymore, the application will use a “dangling

pointer” on subsequent accesses, which can become a security risk.
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Both of these problems might appear manageable in own code, but as soon as the

allocated memory area must be accessed by a built-in or third-party library function,

managing WebAssembly memory allocations from JavaScript becomes difficult.

This limitation is an unfortunate consequence of the stark differences between the

WebAssembly and JavaScript memory models. As we have seen, not only does

accessing memory owned by JavaScript from WebAssembly require copying, but

the other direction usually requires copying, too. For performance reasons, data

exchange between JavaScript and WebAssembly should therefore be minimized.

3.5.4 Reference Types

With the Reference Types Proposal for WebAssembly [54], which is implemented in

recent Node.js versions, it is possible to pass JavaScript values to WebAssembly

functions in the form of opaque references. While WebAssembly code itself is un-

able to perform any operations on these values, whose type within WebAssembly

is externref, it can pass such values to imported JavaScript functions, or return

them to the calling JavaScript function. For example, a JavaScript application could

pass a JavaScript object to a WebAssembly function, and the WebAssembly function

could use imported JavaScript functions to extract information from the object.

WebAssembly code should be portable, and reference types do not violate this design

goal. From the perspective of WebAssembly, it is irrelevant whether a value of type

externref is a JavaScript, Java, Python, or C# object, and whether these values

are passed to JavaScript, Java, Python, or C# functions. It is up to the embedding

application or runtime to assign semantics to references.
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3.5.4.1 Using the Reflect Interface

However, this does not prevent WebAssembly modules from being designed for a

specific runtime. For instance, for interaction between WebAssembly and JavaScript

runtimes, such as Node.js, the general-purpose functions provided by JavaScript’s

Reflect object [13] are of particular interest. When imported into a WebAssembly

instance, these functions allowWebAssembly code to modify and retrieve information

from JavaScript values. For example, to check for the existence of, to retrieve, and

to set array elements, the Reflect.has, Reflect.get, and Reflect.set functions

can be imported, respectively.

( import "Reflect" "has"

( func $array_has (param externref ) (param i32 )

( result i32 ) ) )

( import "Reflect" "get"

( func $array_get (param externref ) (param i32 )

( result externref ) ) )

( import "Reflect" "set"

( func $array_set (param externref ) (param i32 )

(param externref ) ) )

The following WebAssembly function demonstrates how to use these imported func-

tions to copy all values from one JavaScript array to another.
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( func $js_array_copy (param $source externref )

(param $dest externref )

( local $ i i32 )

( loop $whi le

(block $end

(br_if $end ( i32.eqz ( ca l l $array_has ( local .get $source )

( local .get $ i ) ) ) )

( ca l l $array_set ( local .get $dest ) ( local .get $ i )

( ca l l $array_get ( local .get $source ) ( local .get $ i ) ) )

( l oca l . set $ i ( i32.add ( local .get $ i ) ( i32.const 1 ) ) )

(br $whi le ) ) ) )

Note that the WebAssembly code in this example does not explicitly mention any

JavaScript types, in particular not the Array class. From the perspective of Web-

Assembly, source, dest, and any values contained in either array are opaque ref-

erences. This means that, even if the values in the source array refer to JavaScript

numbers whose values could be represented within WebAssembly, there is no way

for WebAssembly code to perform arithmetic on them.

To facilitate operations on JavaScript values, it is useful to import additional helper

functions. For example, the identity function is surprisingly useful when imported:

const he lpe r = {

i d e n t i t y (x ) {

return x ;

}

} ;
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Since JavaScript is agnostic to the type of x, WebAssembly can import the same

function multiple times with different function types. For example, the following

two import declarations both use the same identity function and allow “unbox-

ing” numeric JavaScript values. Effectively, these functions convert from opaque

references to the WebAssembly types i32 and f64, respectively.

( import "helper" "identity"

( func $ref_to_i32 (param externref ) ( result i32 ) ) )

( import "helper" "identity"

( func $ref_to_f64 (param externref ) ( result f64 ) ) )

When called with a value x of type externref, the WebAssembly JavaScript Inter-

face (see Section 3.5.1) will pass the reference to the identity function, and convert

the return value, which is the same as the argument x, to the WebAssembly type

that was specified in the import declaration.

For example, the following WebAssembly function uses $ref_to_f64 to compute the

sum of the elements of a JavaScript array as a 64-bit floating point number.
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( func $sum (param $array externref ) ( result f64 )

( local $ i i32 )

( local $sum f64 )

( loop $whi le

(block $end

(br_if $end ( i32.eqz ( ca l l $array_has ( local .get $array )

( local .get $ i ) ) ) )

( l oca l . set $sum

( f64.add ( local .get $sum)

( ca l l $ref_to_f64

( ca l l $array_get ( local .get $array )

( local .get $ i ) ) ) ) )

( l oca l . set $ i ( i32.add ( local .get $ i ) ( i32.const 1 ) ) )

(br $whi le ) ) )

( return ( local .get $sum ) ) )

Similarly, helper functions can be added to create, modify, and retrieve JavaScript

values from WebAssembly beyond the capabilities of the Reflect interface.

As we have seen, reference types simplify interaction between JavaScript and Web-

Assembly tremendously without sacrificing the type safety of WebAssembly. How-

ever, to ensure this type safety, it is impossible to store references, that is, values of

type externref, in linear memory, which can be a significant restriction.
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3.5.5 Blocking versus Non-blocking Behavior

JavaScript applications have traditionally been single-threaded, meaning that Java-

Script code could not perform multiple computations at the same time. A long-

running computation could make the entire application, e.g., on the client-side, a

web page, or, in the case of Node.js, an entire web server, unresponsive. All other

operations would have to wait until the current computation had finished. Node.js

attempted to mitigate this problem through the cluster module, which allows mul-

tiple processes to communicate, and performs load-balancing by assigning different

requests to different application processes. However, each process could still only

run a single application thread, and a long-running computation could still make an

entire process unresponsive.

Node.js was originally not designed for computationally intensive tasks. Its soft-

ware library provides non-blocking implementations of many functions that could

otherwise block the thread for a considerable amount of time. For example, all in-

put/output activity can be achieved through asynchronous functions, which notify

the application thread when their result is ready, without blocking the application

thread [60]. Internally, asynchronous functions use a thread pool to complete work

without interfering with the application. However, these internal threads cannot run

JavaScript (or WebAssembly) code, and changing that would not solve the problem,

since any long-running computation would then prevent input/output activity.

In the following example, the readFile function schedules reading a file in a back-

ground thread, and will later invoke the given function (“callback”) with an error or

the contents of the file, depending on whether the operation was successful. How-
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ever, until that result is available, the application can perform other tasks. In this

case, “Hello world” would be printed before the callback is invoked.3

r e adF i l e ('/etc/passwd' , function ( e r ror , data ) {

i f ( e r r o r ) throw e r r o r ;

p roce s s . s tdout . wr i t e ( data ) ;

} ) ;

c on so l e . l og ('Hello world' ) ;

However, asynchronous callbacks are only invoked once the application thread is idle.

For example, if the previous example followed the call to readFile with an infinite

loop instead of printing “Hello world”, the thread would be never be idle, and the

callback would never be invoked.

Interested readers are referred to Loring et al. for a formalization of the asynchronous

programming model employed by Node.js and JavaScript in general [33].

3.5.5.1 Communication Difficulties

WebAssembly code has no built-in concept of asynchronicity: A WebAssembly func-

tion will block the calling application thread for its entire duration. Unlike Node.js,

WebAssembly was designed for computationally intensive tasks, which makes long-

running functions almost unavoidable. In other words, JavaScript code implements

non-blocking behavior, whereas WebAssembly implements blocking behavior.

Modern web browsers and recent versions of Node.js provide Web workers and

Worker threads, respectively [45]. The motivation behind these technologies is the
3This callback-based concept of asynchronicity was also described for the WebAssembly.compile

function in Section 3.5.1.
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Figure 3.1: Basic communication with WebAssembly in a worker thread

ability to run computationally intensive tasks in additional application threads,

which can communicate with the main application thread, and which, therefore,

will not prevent the main thread from completing other work [50].

Both in web browsers and in Node.js, the primary way of communication between

application threads is the JavaScript postMessage function, which sends a message

to another thread. Similar to the callback in the previous JavaScript example, mes-

sages are received asynchronously. If an application thread is busy with synchronous

work (“blocked”), it will not receive messages until after the synchronous work has

been completed, and the thread is idle.

This works well if the WebAssembly code running in the worker thread does not

need to interact with the main thread, or if it only posts results to the main thread.
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By moving the computationally intensive parts to a worker thread, the main thread

can remain idle, and thus responsive (see Figure 3.1). If the main thread requires

multiple tasks to be completed by a WebAssembly module, it can send multiple

messages to the same worker thread, which will process them sequentially: As soon

as the worker thread becomes idle, it will receive one of the queued messages, com-

plete the task, report the result, become idle again, and receive another message,

until all messages have been processed. Alternatively, the main thread can create

additional worker threads, which can then each receive messages and complete tasks.

While all threads use the same WebAssembly module, each thread uses a separate

WebAssembly instance of the module.

However, this communication model fails when the WebAssembly code running in

the worker thread requires information from the main thread during its execution,

e.g., user interaction. While WebAssembly code can import a JavaScript function to

invoke postMessage and notify the main thread, it cannot asynchronously receive

messages, because it runs synchronously and is thus never fully idle from the per-

spective of JavaScript. During the execution of WebAssembly code, it is, therefore,

impossible for the thread to receive messages asynchronously. Due to the single-

threaded event model of JavaScript, asynchronous communication is the only fully

supported communication model.

3.5.5.2 Implementation of Synchronous Communication

However, Node.js and some web browsers provide basic means of sharing memory be-

tween threads using the SharedArrayBuffer class. It represents allocated memory

that can be accessed by multiple threads in a thread-safe manner using atomic oper-
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ations. At the time of writing, this is the only possibility to synchronously exchange

data between threads [13, 45].

The software library synchronous-channel demonstrates this possibility [39]. It was

developed during our research, and published as an open-source project. The library

provides a SynchronousChannel class, which represents a unidirectional message

queue. A pair of channels can be used for bidirectional communication.

Internally, each SynchronousChannel uses a fixed-size SharedArrayBuffer, on top

of which it implements a ring buffer. The message queue is then implemented on

top of the ring buffer. Since SharedArrayBuffer instances cannot be resized, af-

ter creation of a SynchronousChannel, the maximum number of messages and the

maximum size of each message in the queue cannot be changed.

The library implements writing to and reading from a SynchronousChannel both

with non-blocking and blocking behavior. In non-blocking mode, a call to read

returns immediately, even if no messages are available, and a call to write returns

immediately, even if the message cannot be written because the queue is full. In

these cases, the return values of the functions indicate these error conditions.

If a timeout is passed to read or write, the functions switch to their blocking modes.

For read, this means that the function returns as soon as a message can be read from

the queue, or when the given timeout elapses. Similarly, write blocks the calling

thread until there is room in the message queue for the message to be written, or

until the timeout elapses. An infinite timeout may be specified, in which case both

functions may block indefinitely.

For example, a WebAssembly module might import a JavaScript function that re-

quires information from the main application thread, but cannot use asynchronous
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Sending thread mode Receiving thread mode Mechanism

Asynchronous Asynchronous postMessage

Asynchronous Synchronous SynchronousChannel

Synchronous Asynchronous postMessage

Synchronous Synchronous SynchronousChannel

Table 3.2: Suggested inter-thread communication model between synchronous (Web-
Assembly or JavaScript) and asynchronous (JavaScript) tasks

behavior and, therefore, not receive messages asynchronously. However, it can still

send a request for information to the main thread using postMessage, since the func-

tion only requires the receiving thread to act asynchronously (see Table 3.2). After

sending the request, the imported JavaScript function synchronously waits for a mes-

sage on a SynchronousChannel. While this does block the thread, it requires virtu-

ally no resources, since the “wait” operation is implemented using low-level synchro-

nization mechanisms, which cause the thread to be entirely inactive until resumed

by an incoming message. Once the main thread receives the request asynchronously

via a “message” event, it can write its response to the SynchronousChannel. This

action resumes the waiting JavaScript function in the other thread, which can now

return the obtained information to WebAssembly.

While the SynchronousChannel class itself implements thread-safe behavior, classic

thread synchronization issues, such as deadlocks, can occur in the application. For

example, if the receiving thread stops reading messages from a channel, the message

queue will eventually be filled with pending messages, and the sending thread will

be unable to write additional messages. Such issues, however, are not specific to

this communication model, or this software library. For example, the postMessage
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function for asynchronous communication will similarly fail to deliver messages if the

receiving thread is unable to receive messages, e.g., because it is never idle.

In conclusion, a SynchronousChannel allows unidirectional or bidirectional syn-

chronous communication between threads, and implements both blocking and non-

blocking behavior. The main thread of an application could use such a channel to

send messages to WebAssembly code running in another thread, e.g., to facilitate

user interaction with the secondary thread.

3.6 Porting N-API to WebAssembly

Node.js provides N-API as a framework for native addon developers to simplify

interaction between C/C++ and JavaScript, V8, and Node.js internals [43]. For

example, it defines types and functions that allow C/C++ code to work with Java-

Script values and objects, and native addons can use N-API to define functions that

are implemented in native code, but can be called from JavaScript.

We already compared WebAssembly to native addons in Section 3.2. Here, we would

like to briefly consider how to port existing C/C++ code that uses N-API to Web-

Assembly. In this context, we will have to distinguish between different kinds of

code. We will refer to the WebAssembly instance that uses N-API and replaces the

native addon as the WebAssembly addon. With native code, we mean other native

addons and native code included in Node.js and V8. With managed code, we mean

non-native code that is executed by V8, i.e., JavaScript and WebAssembly code.

From the very beginning, it becomes apparent that this attempt goes against the

goals of WebAssembly. WebAssembly code is supposed to be portable and should
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not make strong assumptions about its environment, i.e., it should not only work

when embedded into a Node.js application. As we will see below, the design of N-

API also does not align well with the design of WebAssembly. Since there is interest

in this topic, it is presented here, but only briefly.

The need for a library, such as N-API, is much smaller in WebAssembly than in

native code. Unlike native functions, WebAssembly functions can be called from

JavaScript directly (see Section 3.5.1). Pointers are represented as numbers in Java-

Script, and can be used to access WebAssembly linear memory. Many C libraries

can simply be compiled to WebAssembly and used directly from JavaScript, without

any “glue code” written in C or other low-level languages. This removes the need for

N-API in many cases, and importing custom JavaScript functions is often a suitable

replacement. Where it does make sense for WebAssembly functions to actively inter-

act with JavaScript instead of only being called from JavaScript, reference types are

likely a better choice for WebAssembly modules (see Section 3.5.4) than attempting

to use N-API.

N-API is a part of Node.js and consists of a set of native functions that are meant to

be used by native C/C++ addons. Since WebAssembly cannot call native functions

directly, but only imported JavaScript (or WebAssembly) functions, a WebAssembly

addon cannot access native N-API functions directly. As we will see in the following

section, even if it was possible to access the native N-API implementation from Web-

Assembly, V8’s execution model would prevent N-API function calls from working

as expected. It becomes apparent that a new N-API implementation is required for

WebAssembly addons.
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3.6.1 Exception Handling

Managed code, with the exception of JavaScript code inside finally statements,4

cannot be executed while an exception is pending. An exception is pending until it

is caught, or until it terminates execution. However, native code is allowed to run

even if an exception is pending. Often, native addons themselves throw an exception,

which is pending until control is handed back to V8 by returning from the native

function. Before continuing the execution of managed code, V8 detects the pending

exception and aborts the normal control flow, until an applicable exception handler

(e.g., a JavaScript catch statement) has been found.

WebAssembly itself does not have the ability to handle exceptions. Therefore, any

pending exception would abort WebAssembly execution upon returning from an N-

API call. While this might often match the desired behavior, it is incorrect: for

example, a native addon might intend to clean up resources after scheduling an ex-

ception, but before returning control to V8. However, if the same code was compiled

to WebAssembly, the pending exception would abort execution of the WebAssembly

addon, and would, therefore, also prevent resources from being cleaned up.

This problem is avoidable with a new N-API implementation. Whenever interaction

with managed code could result in an exception, or when intentionally throwing an

exception, the custom N-API implementation needs to catch the exception. It also

needs to track the boundaries between the WebAssembly addon and other managed

code. When switching from the WebAssembly addon to other managed code, the
4Code enclosed in a JavaScript finally statement is executed regardless of whether an excep-

tion was thrown and whether said exception is still pending or was caught [13]. Similar concepts
exist in other high-level programming languages, such as Java [46], C# [27], and Python.
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implementation needs to check whether it caught an exception since the last switch

from other managed code to the WebAssembly addon. In this case, the exception is

thrown again.

The primary difficulty is the tracking of boundaries between other managed code and

the WebAssembly addon, especially since the WebAssembly instance might import

and call managed code functions that do not belong to N-API. In such cases, it is

often unclear whether a pending exception should be thrown or not.

3.6.2 Pointers to JavaScript Values

N-API represents references to JavaScript values as the opaque napi_value type,

which is defined to be a pointer. It is not a problem that this pointer does not point

to the linear memory of a WebAssembly instance, since it is never dereferenced from

WebAssembly, but only passed to N-API functions.

On 64-bit architectures, these pointers will have a size of 64 bits. However, the

WebAssembly JavaScript Interface (see Section 3.5.1) does not allow passing 64-bit

integers from or to WebAssembly. This stems from a limitation of the data types in

JavaScript. The JavaScript number type can hold 32-bit integers or 64-bit floating

point numbers. However, not every 64-bit integer can be represented as a 64-bit

floating point number, therefore, it is unsafe to use the JavaScript number type to

exchange 64-bit integers.

Recent versions of Node.js allow passing 64-bit integers using the BigInt type, which

can represent arbitrarily large integers. The Node.js version used in our experiments

includes this as an “experimental feature.”
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However, the size of the pointer is not the only issue. While an napi_value points

to a JavaScript value, it does not prevent it from being garbage collected. In native

addons, this is not a problem, because objects will not be garbage collected until

the native addon returns control to V8. In a WebAssembly addon, this guarantee

does not exist. The value may be garbage collected at any point, in which case the

napi_value becomes invalid, i.e., a “dangling” pointer.

Again, an additional layer of abstraction can provide a workaround, and manage the

lifetime of JavaScript values. Instead of using actual memory pointers, a custom N-

API implementation can maintain an array of JavaScript values for each invocation of

a function of the WebAssembly addon. Instead of being a pointer, an napi_value is

now an index into the array. Since pointers of type napi_value only need to be valid

during the execution of the addon function that obtained them, their implementa-

tion should not prevent JavaScript values from being garbage collected beyond that

duration. Therefore, when all WebAssembly addon functions have returned control

to JavaScript, meaning that no WebAssembly code that is using N-API is on the call

stack anymore, the contents of the array can be deleted. This allows all contained

JavaScript values to be garbage collected, unless they are referenced otherwise, e.g.,

because the WebAssembly addon created persistent references to them. Persistent

references can be implemented analogously to the described implementation of the

napi_value type.

One downside of this approach is that garbage collection can only occur once all

WebAssembly addon functions have returned, even though one might be particularly

long-running, and might, therefore, cause unnecessarily high memory usage. To solve

this problem, the N-API implementation can maintain a stack of such arrays, each
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corresponding to one WebAssembly addon function that is currently on the call stack.

In this case, a part of the index must refer to the stack entry, and the remainder

to the index of the value within the array associated with that stack entry. For

example, when using 32-bit “pointers”, the upper 8 bits can refer to the index of the

stack frame, starting with zero for the lower-most stack frame, and the remaining

24 bits of the index can refer to the offset of the value in the array of JavaScript

values of the stack frame. Upon receiving a pointer of type napi_value, the N-API

implementation can then use it to locate the array containing the desired JavaScript

value, and the value within the array.

Note that the previously discussed reference types (see Section 3.5.4) cannot be used

as a replacement for the napi_value pointer type. Even though they represent

references to JavaScript values and ensure proper object lifetimes, they cannot be

stored in linear memory.

3.6.3 Access to Memory Allocated by Node.js

One of the most important restrictions stems from WebAssembly’s inability to access

memory outside of its own linear memory. N-API, on the other hand, makes frequent

use of pointers that point to data allocated by Node.js, and which, therefore, are not

part of linear memory.

For example, the napi_get_arraybuffer_info function allows addons to retrieve

a pointer to the data stored in an ArrayBuffer. However, a WebAssembly addon

would not be able to access memory at the returned pointer, since it is outside of

linear memory.
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This problem is virtually impossible to solve. The data could be copied to linear

memory, but more issues arise if the addon attempts to modify the data, in which case

it would have to be copied back. Apart from the enormous performance overhead,

this requires N-API to perform complex memory management within linear memory.

3.6.4 Asynchronous Tasks

N-API allows scheduling work to be executed in a background thread, for example,

to complete slow input/output operations. Node.js itself uses this concept to execute

long-running tasks without blocking the calling application thread (see Section 3.5.5).

However, V8 does not allow managed code to run outside of application threads, for

example, because there is no obviously correct way to handle exceptions occurring

in managed code outside of application threads.

A proposed addition to WebAssembly would allow multiple application threads, but

not non-application background threads, to execute WebAssembly code [73]. If im-

plemented, this proposal might allow simulating the behavior of asynchronous work

provided by N-API, however, the implementation is unclear.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, we have explored aspects of the use of WebAssembly code in Node.js

applications. As we have seen, WebAssembly can provide a good platform for in-

tegrating code written in other languages and performance-critical code, without

being limited to Node.js applications. Unlike native addons, WebAssembly mod-

ules do not require glue code to interact with JavaScript, which makes the use of
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respective software libraries, such as N-API [43], mostly obsolete. However, we have

also seen that data exchange between JavaScript and WebAssembly is limited by

various factors, some of which are necessary to guarantee the security properties of

WebAssembly. Other restrictions and difficulties are results of different memory and

execution models across programming languages and hardware abstractions.

As described in Section 3.5.1, WebAssembly modules are loaded dynamically and

at runtime in Node.js applications. The loaded WebAssembly code must either be

interpreted or compiled, and the following chapter explores these processes in depth.
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Chapter 4

Compilation at Runtime

As explained in Section 2.2, WebAssembly code needs to be interpreted or compiled

at runtime because it does not target the actual physical machine, but a conceptual

stack machine. This chapter discusses aspects of compilation and interpretation at

runtime within Node.js and V8.

The compiler infrastructure within V8 has changed significantly in the last few years.

Even for the relatively new WebAssembly language, V8 implements a complex com-

bination of compilation procedures. The basic components are a WebAssembly in-

terpreter, the baseline compiler Liftoff [18], and the optimizing compiler TurboFan,

which V8 also uses to compile JavaScript [62, 59].

Since JavaScript code itself does not contain static type information, it is difficult

to compile JavaScript code directly. For example, the following JavaScript function

gives no information about the types of a and b:
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function add (a , b) {

return a + b ;

}

To compile this function to machine code, type information about a and b is nec-

essary. For example, the plus operator might be used to add two integers, or two

floating point numbers, or to concatenate two strings, and each case would require

different instructions to be generated. Due to this difficulty, V8 begins JavaScript

execution using the Ignition interpreter, and only when the interpreter has identified

“hot” (frequently executed) code sections, the TurboFan compiler is used to compile

and optimize these JavaScript functions using type information gathered by Igni-

tion. Since compilation happens during execution, this is referred to as just-in-time

compilation (JIT).

WebAssembly, on the other hand, is not a high-level language, and not dynamically

typed, and it is, therefore, not necessary to collect dynamic type information before

compiling WebAssembly code [18]. For example, while the JavaScript function above

uses the plus operator on two variables of unknown type, WebAssembly does not have

such an operator, but specific instructions for different types (e.g., i32.add to add 32-

bit integers, f64.add to add 64-bit floating point numbers, etc.), and static validation

of WebAssembly code ensures that the operands always match the expected input

types of these instructions (see Section 2.2). This lack of type ambiguity allows

compiling WebAssembly code ahead-of-time (AOT), that is, before execution.

The TurboFan compiler is an optimizing compiler. It compiles and optimizes Web-

Assembly through a complicated pipeline that first decodes WebAssembly function
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bodies and then constructs graph representations. These graph representations are

in Static Single Assignment form (SSA) and use the “Sea of Nodes” concept intro-

duced by Click in his dissertation [9]. TurboFan then applies optimizations to the

SSA, before selecting appropriate instructions for the target architecture, allocating

CPU registers, and finally generating code.

The Liftoff compiler, on the other hand, was designed to be fast at the cost of gener-

ating less optimized code. Even though it is newer than the TurboFan compiler, it is

not meant as a replacement, but as the initial compilation stage to quickly produce

a usable module. Like TurboFan, Liftoff begins by decoding WebAssembly function

bodies, but then immediately begins code generation in a single pass, instruction by

instruction, without constructing an SSA representation or optimizing the code [18].

The WebAssembly interpreter is not used by V8 by default, but can be enabled

to debug WebAssembly code. We expect interpretation to be much slower than

compiled code, and will test this experimentally in Section 4.2.

4.1 Compilation in the WebAssembly JavaScript

Interface

As described in Section 3.5.1, from an application developer’s perspective, JavaScript

applications can compile WebAssembly modules in two ways. The first is to call the

constructor of the WebAssembly.Module class, which will synchronously compile the

code, meaning that it will block the calling thread for the duration of the compilation.

The second option is the asynchronous function WebAssembly.compile.
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By default, WebAssembly.Module uses Liftoff to compile the code, which is the faster

compiler, and thus causes the smallest delay in the calling thread. V8 compiles the

same module again, in a set of background threads, using the optimizing TurboFan

compiler. When the optimized compilation result for a WebAssembly function is

ready, the next invocation of the function uses the code produced by the TurboFan

compiler instead of the output of Liftoff. (However, existing function invocations are

not updated, meaning that, if a function is currently part of the active call stack, it

will continue to use the code produced by Liftoff.) This process is called “tiering-up”,

and is a tradeoff between startup time and code generation quality [18].

The asynchronous WebAssembly.compile function, on the other hand, does not block

the calling thread, and, therefore, does not prioritize fast compilation results. Its

default behavior is to use the optimizing TurboFan compiler, skipping the baseline

compilation step. We expect this to cause the compilation to generally take longer

than synchronous compilation using Liftoff would, and will test this experimentally in

Section 5.2. Unlike the synchronous tiering-up behavior, this produces the optimized

result directly.

Note that, while this is an accurate description of the behavior that exists in the

Node.js and V8 versions used in our experiments, it is not mandated by the Web-

Assembly specification [66], the WebAssembly JavaScript Interface specification [67],

or the WebAssembly Web API specification [68], and might, therefore, change in

future versions of Node.js or V8. Additionally, most behavioral aspects of Web-

Assembly compilation can be changed through process options that are passed to

V8, and we will, at times, use this feature to test individual compilers and their

performance separately.
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For any two algorithms that attempt to solve the same problem, it is natural to com-

pare two of their properties: Effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness is the degree

to which an algorithm produces desirable results, whereas efficiency is the degree to

which an algorithm uses minimal resources. As described in Section 2.7, existing

research has not sufficiently distinguished between different compilers and compila-

tion strategies in V8 and Node.js. In the following sections, we will consider the

effectiveness of the compilers Liftoff and TurboFan, that is, their ability to produce

fast instruction sequences from WebAssembly code. In practice, this effectiveness

directly influences the execution time of the compiled code. The efficiency of the

compilers will be explored in Section 5.2, which, in practice, translates to the re-

source usage of compilation. Based on the previously described design goals of both

compilers, we expect Liftoff to be more efficient, but less effective, than TurboFan.

4.2 Performance of Generated Code

For the reasons described above, this section compares the effectiveness of TurboFan

and Liftoff based on the performance of the generated code.

4.2.1 Experimental Methodology

In order to compare the performance of code generated by Liftoff to the performance

of code generated by TurboFan, we compiled the PolyBench/C 4.2 benchmarks [51]

to WebAssembly with compiler optimization and Link Time Optimization (LTO)

enabled. These benchmarks are scientific computing kernels and were already used

by Haas et al. [15] and Jangda et al. [28] to compare the performance of WebAssembly
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Behavior V8/Node.js Process Options

TurboFan only --no-liftoff

Liftoff only --liftoff --no-wasm-tier-up

Interpreter only --wasm-interpret-all

Table 4.1: Required process options for desired behaviors of synchronous Web-
Assembly module creation in V8

to the performance of native code execution. Instead, we use the benchmarks to

compare the performance of code generated by Liftoff to the performance of code

generated by TurboFan.

We conducted all experiments on Ubuntu 19.04 running on an Intel® Core™ i7-8700

processor (base frequency 3.20GHz, turbo frequency 4.60GHz, 6 cores, 12 threads)

with 32GB of memory (2666 MHz). We used Node.js v14.2.0, the most recent Node.js

version at the time of writing, which was released in May 2020, and which is based

on V8 version 8.1.307.31-node.33.

For this experiment, we used the synchronous WebAssembly compilation inter-

face (see Section 3.5.1) and enabled only one WebAssembly compiler (or the Web-

Assembly interpreter) at a time. The relevant process options for Node.js 14.2.0 are

shown in Table 4.1 and are passed to the process that compiles and executes the

respective benchmark. We compiled and ran each of the 30 PolyBench/C bench-

marks one hundred times with only Liftoff enabled, and another one hundred times

with only TurboFan enabled. We measured the time it took for the benchmarks to

complete, which does not include their respective compilation times. In addition,

we also ran all benchmarks using V8’s WebAssembly interpreter, which does not

compile the WebAssembly modules.
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Figure 4.1: Speedup of code generated by TurboFan with respect to Liftoff

4.2.2 Results

Figure 4.1 shows the average speedup of the code generated by TurboFan with respect

to the code generated by Liftoff for each benchmark, with error bars indicating one

standard deviation in each direction. All benchmarks were faster when compiled

with TurboFan, the average speedup across all benchmarks is 2.0, and the maximum

speedup is 3.2. The geometric mean of the speedup across all benchmarks is 1.9.

Figure 4.2 shows the measured speedups of compiled code with respect to inter-

pretation. On average, the PolyBench/C benchmarks were 247 times slower when

interpreted than when compiled using TurboFan, and 115 times slower than when

compiled using Liftoff. Sixteen of the 30 benchmarks were at least 200 times faster

when compiled to TurboFan than when interpreted. We can infer that, while in-
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Figure 4.2: Speedup of compiled code with respect to interpretation

terpretation allows running WebAssembly code without prior compilation, its code

execution is too slow for use in real applications.

We conclude that the optimized code generated by TurboFan is indeed significantly

faster than code generated by the baseline compiler Liftoff, and that the code pro-

duced by both compilers is much faster than V8’s WebAssembly interpreter. How-

ever, PolyBench/C is not a good basis for testing the effectiveness of the compilers,

that is, the performance of the compilers themselves, since the benchmarks are small

and the WebAssembly modules are structurally very similar. Therefore, Section 5.2

uses a different set of WebAssembly modules to measure the efficiency of Liftoff and

TurboFan in terms of time, memory, and CPU usage.
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4.3 Quality of Generated Code

In the previous section, we observed performance differences between code gener-

ated by Liftoff and code generated by TurboFan. It is out of scope for this thesis

to perform an in-depth analysis of the quality of code generated by WebAssembly

compilation within V8. However, Jangda et al. found that one of the main reasons

behind WebAssembly being slower than native code is the larger number of gener-

ated instructions, and especially branch instructions [28]. Therefore, we intend to

compare the number of instructions and branch instructions for each of the bench-

marks used in the previous section. The hypothesis is that code generated by Liftoff

consists of more instructions than the code generated by TurboFan, and contains

more branch instructions.

4.3.1 Example

Consider this text representation of a WebAssembly module that contains a single

function “add2”, which takes two 32-bit integers and returns their sum.

(module

( func $add2 (export "add2" )

(param $a i32 ) (param $b i32 ) ( result i32 )

( return ( i32.add ( local .get $a ) ( local .get $b ) ) ) ) )
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The TurboFan compiler produces the following instruction sequence for the function:

0 push rbp

1 movq rbp , rsp

4 push 0xa

6 push rsi

7 addl rax , rdx

9 movq rsp , rbp

c pop rbp

d retl

e nop

f nop

The function begins with a usual stack setup (offset 0 up to and including 0x6), and

ends with a normal return sequence (beginning at 0x9), followed by nop instructions

for alignment. The function arguments are passed in the rax and rdx registers.

Conveniently, the caller expects the return value to be passed back in the rax register,

which allows the compiled code to compute the result in a single addl instruction at

offset 0x7.

The Liftoff compiler, on the other hand, produces this significantly longer sequence:

0 push rbp

1 movq rbp , rsp

4 push 0xa

6 subq rsp , 0x10

d movq [rbp -0 x10], rsi

11 movq rcx , [rbp -0 x10]
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15 movq rcx , [rcx +0 x2f]

19 cmpq rsp , [rcx]

1c jna 0x2c

22 leal rcx , [rax+rdx *1]

25 movl rax , rcx

27 movq rsp , rbp

2a pop rbp

2b retl

2c push rax

2d push rdx

2e call WasmStackGuard

33 pop rdx

34 pop rax

35 jmp 0x22

37 nop

The instruction sequence also begins with a usual stack setup. By reverse engineering

the generated code, we find that the instructions from offset 0x6 to 0x21 compare

the stack pointer rsp to the value of kStackLimitAddressOffset, which it accesses

using a pointer to an instance of the class v8::internal::WasmInstanceObject

stored in the rsi register, and if the stack pointer is not above the value of that

field, the instructions from 0x2c to 0x35 call the function WasmStackGuard before

continuing at offset 0x22.

The actual addition is performed at offset 0x22 using the “load effective address”

(leal) instruction. However, the result is stored in the rcx register, whereas the
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return value must be placed in rax, which means that the result needs to be copied

from rcx to the rax register at offset 0x25 to properly return it from the function.

Even in this simple example, we observe structural differences between the generated

instruction sequences that contribute to the performance disparity between code

produced by TurboFan and code produced by Liftoff. These structural differences

include additional runtime checks and data movement in the case of Liftoff.

Interestingly, the code generated by TurboFan also accesses the rsi register, but

does not actually use its value. In both cases, V8 uses the register to retain a pointer

to a control structure. This means that the rsi register, which is considered a

“general-purpose register” within the x64 architecture, is reserved by V8 and cannot

be used as a general-purpose register by the generated code. Similar observations

were made by Jangda et al. [28], who found increased register pressure to be one of

the reasons why WebAssembly is slower than native code.

4.3.2 Example with Memory Access

As a second example, the following WebAssembly module exposes a single function,

which loads exactly one byte from its linear memory, based on an offset given by the

caller:

(module

(memory 1)

( func $load_byte (export "load_byte" )

(param $ptr i32 )

( result i32 )

( return ( i32.load8_u ( local .get $ptr ) ) ) ) )
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The memory declaration specifies that each instance of this WebAssembly module

requires at least one memory page. Since memory pages have a size of 64 KiB in

WebAssembly, this means that the function load_byte is guaranteed to be able to

access the first 65536 bytes. However, WebAssembly memory can be grown dynam-

ically, and the compiler can, therefore, not statically restrict the function to that

memory range. In other words, it cannot produce code that emits an error if the

value of $ptr is larger than or equal to 65536. Instead, the generated code needs to

dynamically ensure that it does not allow out-of-bounds access to memory.

TurboFan produces this instruction sequence for the function load_byte:

0 push rbp

1 movq rbp , rsp

4 push 0xa

6 push rsi

7 movq rbx , [rsi +0 x17]

b movl rdx , rax

d movzxbl rax , [rbx+rdx *1]

11 movq rsp , rbp

14 pop rbp

15 retl

16 call ThrowWasmTrapMemOutOfBounds

1b nop

After the usual stack setup, the instruction at offset 0x07 retrieves a pointer to the

start of the linear memory section of the WebAssembly instance, and stores it in the

rbx register. After copying the value of $ptr to the rdx register at offset 0x0b, the
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movzxbl instruction at offset 0x0d sets the return value to the zero-extended byte at

the memory address rbx+rdx. The instructions at offset 0x11 to 0x15 merely return

control to the caller.

It appears as if offset 0x16 is unreachable, and that no code was generated that

ensures that rbx+rdx is indeed a valid pointer into the linear memory address space.

While not having such protective measures in place would diminish the isolation

features of WebAssembly, adding code to check the address against boundaries would

require more instructions, and retrieving another value from memory, which could

lead to substantially slower execution of WebAssembly functions that access linear

memory.

V8 solves this problem by reserving a large virtual address range for the linear mem-

ory section of each WebAssembly instance, but only allocating physical memory for

the address range that should be valid. For example, if the linear memory associated

with a WebAssembly instance consists of three pages (measured in WebAssembly

page sizes, i.e., 64 KiB each), and the host system uses a typical 4 KiB page size, V8

would allocate 48 pages at the beginning of the reserved virtual address range. If the

linear memory is later grown, V8 simply allocates more pages within the existing vir-

tual address range. If the process accesses memory within the reserved address range

that is not backed by allocated memory, the CPU will interrupt the thread with an

exception (also known as “trap” or “fault”). V8 maintains an internal mapping from

the addresses of instructions that can potentially cause faults to the addresses of in-

structions that can handle such faults. When a fault occurs, V8 checks whether such

a mapping exists for the instruction that caused the fault. In this case, V8 would

find a mapping of the form 0x0d 7→ 0x16, meaning that an out-of-bounds access due
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to an invalid value of $ptr would lead to a call to ThrowWasmTrapMemOutOfBounds,

which does not return.

This mechanism allows V8 to properly handle out-of-bounds memory accesses with-

out any explicit boundary checks in the generated code. To ensure that this method

works as intended, the address range reserved by V8 must contain every possible

WebAssembly memory address. Conveniently, the WebAssembly specification re-

stricts memory addresses to unsigned 32-bit integers, meaning that only 232 bytes (4

GiB) can be addressed, relative to the beginning of the linear memory. Therefore, it

is sufficient to reserve a 32-bit address range, which is tiny compared to the typical

64-bit address range available on modern hardware. Any memory operation from

WebAssembly will then access some address in this reserved virtual address range,

and will either hit an allocated memory page, or cause an exception.

For the same function load_byte, Liftoff produces this instruction sequence:

0 push rbp

1 movq rbp , rsp

4 push 0xa

6 subq rsp , 0x10

d movq [rbp -0 x10], rsi

11 movq rcx , [rbp -0 x10]

15 movq rcx , [rcx +0 x2f]

19 cmpq rsp , [rcx]

1c jna 0x35

22 movq rcx , [rbp -0 x10]

26 movq rcx , [rcx +0 x17]
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2a movzxbl rdx , [rcx+rax *1]

2e movl rax , rdx

30 movq rsp , rbp

33 pop rbp

34 retl

35 push rax

36 call WasmStackGuard

3b pop rax

3c jmp 0x22

3e call ThrowWasmTrapMemOutOfBounds

43 nop

The inner workings are very similar to the code generated by TurboFan. The prelude

up to and including offset 0x21 was already explained above for the add2 function.

Retrieving the pointer to the start of the linear memory section requires two memory

accesses at offsets 0x22 and 0x26, after which it is stored in the rcx register. The

movzxbl instruction at offset 0x2a loads the byte from linear memory, and the next

instruction copies the value to the return value, followed by a normal return sequence.

The instructions from 0x35 to 0x3c are the call to the known WasmStackGuard

function (see above). Finally, the call instruction at offset 0x3e is the fault handler

for the mapping 0x2a 7→ 0x3e.
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4.3.3 PolyBench/C

When compiled to WebAssembly modules, all instructions are part of functions.1

By disassembling the code generated by the WebAssembly compilers Liftoff and

TurboFan, it is possible to analyze the number and type of the instructions.

4.3.3.1 Instruction Count and Branch Instructions

Figure 4.3 shows the total number of CPU instructions generated for each Poly-

Bench/C benchmark by each compiler. As expected, Liftoff generates significantly

more instructions than TurboFan.

Similarly, as depicted in Figure 4.4, Liftoff also generates more branch instruc-

tions than TurboFan, where branch instructions are any instructions that change

the control flow (call, ret, and conditional and unconditional jump instructions).

However, Figure 4.5 shows that about 80% of the generated call instructions pro-

duced by both compilers are only used for error handling, similar to the use of call

ThrowWasmTrapMemOutOfBounds in Section 4.3.1. Therefore, it makes sense to only

consider jump instructions, both conditional and unconditional, to compare the gen-

erated code. This statistic is depicted in Figure 4.6. The difference is even larger

here, with Liftoff producing far more jump instructions than TurboFan. This can

potentially make branch prediction within the system’s CPU less effective [55, 56].

1The WebAssembly specification permits instructions outside of functions, however, these in-
structions can only produce constant values, and are, therefore, not relevant for this analysis.
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Figure 4.3: Number of CPU instructions generated by each compiler for each of the
PolyBench/C benchmarks
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Figure 4.4: Number of CPU branch instructions generated by each compiler for each
of the PolyBench/C benchmarks
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Figure 4.5: Percentage of calls to error handlers with respect to all call instructions
generated by each compiler for each of the PolyBench/C benchmarks
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Figure 4.6: Number of CPU jump instructions generated by each compiler for each
of the PolyBench/C benchmarks
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4.3.3.2 Memory Access

However, the number of instructions alone is not the only problem that we can

identify based on a simple statistical analysis. Since the PolyBench/C benchmarks

do not perform system calls, especially no I/O operations, their performance mostly

depends on the execution of their respective instructions by the system’s CPU. While

operations on CPU registers are particularly fast, access to main memory is relatively

slow. The primary reasons for memory access are threefold:

1. In order to execute instructions, the processor needs to load the instructions

themselves from memory. Liftoff has two disadvantages with respect to this

aspect. First, since it generates more instructions than TurboFan to achieve

the same goal, the processor needs to load more instructions from memory,

and loading more data from memory is generally slower than loading less. For

the second problem, it is important to know that (consecutive) instructions

will usually be served from the processor’s L1 instruction cache after being

loaded from main memory once, and even though the compiler can greatly

influence how much the generated code benefits from said cache [24], modern

processors are capable of predicting control flow to fetch instructions early

enough to avoid delays [55]. However, if the control flow changes in complex or

unpredictable patterns, the processor might fail to predict it in time, meaning

that required instructions might not be in the processor’s cache, and could,

therefore, delay program execution substantially [56]. This becomes more likely

with an increasing number of branch instructions, because they make it more
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difficult for the processor to predict the control flow, and, as we have seen

above, Liftoff generates significantly more branch instructions.

2. Some instructions, such as push, pop, and stos, access main memory due to

their nature. While push and pop operate on the current stack frame, which

is likely cached within the processor, other instructions, including stos, can

access any virtual memory address, and can, therefore, be much slower.

3. Most CPU instructions take one or more operands, for example, a mov instruc-

tion copies data from a source operand to a destination operand. In many

such cases, the instruction set allows either operand to be a memory loca-

tion. Thus, the processor might need to access main memory depending on

the instruction’s operands.

We cannot fully assess the effects of the first reason through static analysis, but we

can analyze the code with respect to the other two reasons for memory access.

Figure 4.7 shows the percentage of CPU instructions that access main memory for

each benchmark and for each compiler. When compiled using Liftoff, 49.9% of the

generated CPU instructions access main memory, compared to only 36.8% when

using TurboFan.

To demonstrate that this is not solely caused by TurboFan selecting different in-

structions, we created the same statistic for generated mov instructions only, which

simply copy a single value from a source register or memory location to a destina-

tion register or memory location. Figure 4.8 shows that, even when only considering

these instructions, Liftoff relies significantly more on main memory than TurboFan.
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Figure 4.7: Percentage of CPU instructions that access main memory
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Figure 4.8: Percentage of CPU mov instructions that access main memory
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In conclusion, we have seen that, as expected, Liftoff produces more instructions,

more branch instructions, more jump instructions, and more instructions that ac-

cess memory (as compared to instructions that only access registers). Overall, these

differences explain large performance differences between the code generated by Tur-

boFan and the code generated by Liftoff. This shows that TurboFan is more effective

than Liftoff. The next chapter will consider the efficiency of the two compilers.
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Chapter 5

Compiled Code Caching

Due to portability and security concerns, WebAssembly was designed to be compiled

to the target architecture’s instruction set at runtime (see Chapter 4). However, when

running code from a trusted source on a single architecture, or untrusted code within

a container or sandbox, these concerns become less relevant. Especially in scenarios

where a Node.js application is expected to be initialized quickly, for example, when

used as a command-line tool, as a desktop application, or in serverless computing,

performance might be a more crucial factor. Here, using WebAssembly modules by

first compiling them can cause visible delays.

A possible solution to performance problems caused by extensive computations, such

as compilation, is caching. The first time the computation result is required, it is

computed, and the result is stored in a persistent manner. Subsequent requests for

the result of the same computation can then be fulfilled with the stored result, and

do not require the result to be computed again. However, it is worth noting that the

additional logic and data transfer can also introduce a non-trivial overhead.
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For WebAssembly compilation, caching means storing the compilation result, i.e.,

generated instruction sequences and associated information (see Chapter 4), and

restoring them when the same WebAssembly code is compiled at a later time. This

does not eliminate the need for compilation entirely because the WebAssembly code

still needs to be compiled at least once, but it removes the need for compilation in

subsequently started processes or threads that use the same WebAssembly modules.

In this chapter, we will demonstrate the feasibility of caching compiled WebAssembly

code and analyze the performance improvements enabled by caching. Further, we

will design, implement, and experimentally evaluate a shared compiled code cache

for WebAssembly code in Node.js applications.

5.1 Code Extraction and Insertion

Prior to designing a shared code cache, we need to find a way to efficiently retrieve

compiled code from V8, and later inject the same code in a different V8 process.

While current versions of V8 provide such features for streaming WebAssembly com-

pilation, no usable interface exists for Node.js, which only supports non-streaming

WebAssembly compilation (see Section 3.5.1). However, V8 has internal functions

that allow serializing compiled WebAssembly modules into byte sequences, and dese-

rializing byte sequences into compiled WebAssembly modules. These byte sequences

contain the generated instruction sequences and associated information required to

use them.

We developed a native add-on for Node.js that exposes these internal V8 features to

Node.js applications through two functions:
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Compiler
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serialize Cache Entry

Wire Bytes

deserialize
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Figure 5.1: WebAssembly cache data flow: Cache entry creation (left) and cache
entry retrieval (right)

1. serialize(m) returns a byte sequence as a JavaScript ArrayBuffer [13] based

on a given WebAssembly.Module [67].

2. deserialize(b, s) creates an instance of the WebAssembly.Module [67] class

based on the WebAssembly module bytes b (referred to as “wire bytes” within

V8) and the byte sequence s, which was generated by the serialize function.

This pair of functions is sufficient to extract code from a compiled WebAssembly

module, store it in a cache entry, and later use the cache entry to obtain a usable

module. This data flow is depicted in Figure 5.1.

V8 allows selectively disabling Liftoff and TurboFan. If a process is started with

only Liftoff enabled, V8 prevents inserting code generated by TurboFan (and vice

versa). Similarly, if a specific compiler feature is enabled (or disabled) in one pro-

cess, the code generated within that process cannot be loaded in another process

in which the same compiler feature is disabled (or enabled, respectively). A proper
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cache lookup therefore requires knowledge about the current process’s V8 configu-

ration. To achieve this, our Node.js add-on allows applications to check relevant V8

configuration flags.

In order to create realistic benchmarks, we extracted 115 WebAssembly modules

from existing JavaScript applications, with module sizes ranging from as little as 1068

bytes to 37.3 MiB. This was possible by capturing, deciphering, and decoding network

traffic from web browsers through which a user accessed various web applications,

and by extracting WebAssembly modules from the decoded data streams.1 It would

be difficult to run the code represented by the WebAssembly modules in the way

intended by their creators, since each module performs application-specific tasks and

has certain requirements towards its host environment. However, the experiment in

the following sections is focused on compiling WebAssembly modules, which does not

require running the compiled modules. Other experiments, which will be described in

Section 5.3.4.1 and Section 5.3.4.2, will use a different set of WebAssembly modules,

which can be executed.

The approach Park et al. [47] used to cache compiled JavaScript code used cache

entries that were much larger than the original JavaScript files. Similarly, we ob-

serve that serialized compiled WebAssembly modules are often considerably larger

than the original WebAssembly files. Figure 5.2 shows the ratio of the serialized

size to the original size based on the WebAssembly modules we extracted from ex-

isting applications, depending on which compiler was used by V8. In the case of
1We obtained a small number of WebAssembly modules that could not be compiled without

non-standard compiler configurations in the Node.js version that we used in our experiments. These
modules are, therefore, not included in the set of 115 WebAssembly modules that is described here.
(See Section 6.1.)
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Figure 5.2: Ratio of serialized compilation result size to WebAssembly module size

JavaScript, better performance was achieved by caching optimized code in addition

to intermediate bytecode, effectively increasing the size of cache entries [47]. For

WebAssembly, it is sufficient to store the optimized compilation result (left side),

which is significantly smaller than the result of the non-optimizing compiler Liftoff

(right side), but still up to five times larger than the original WebAssembly module.

The lower limit for both ratios appears to be zero in Figure 5.2. This is caused by

one of the WebAssembly modules containing almost no code, but a large amount of

debugging information, which is ignored by the WebAssembly compiler. Due to the

small number of instructions, the serialized compilation result is tiny compared to the

original WebAssembly module. To better demonstrate this, the wasm-strip tool [71]

can be applied to all WebAssembly modules, which removes optional information,

such as debugging information, from binaries. This modification reduces the sizes

of the WebAssembly modules, but it does not affect the compilation results or their

sizes. The updated ratios are shown in Figure 5.3 and clearly differ from zero.
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Figure 5.3: Ratio of serialized compilation result size to WebAssembly module size
after applying wasm-strip

5.2 Compiler Performance versus Code Caching

Most importantly, we need to compare the performance of both compilers, Liftoff

and TurboFan, to the previously described deserialization method. The hypothesis

is that deserializing cached code uses fewer resources than compilation.

In order to test this hypothesis, we measured the real elapsed time it takes to ob-

tain a compiled, usable module from the WebAssembly module bytes (“wire bytes”)

through compilation. To achieve comparable results, we disabled tiering-up (see

Section 3.5.1), only enabled one compiler at a time, and used the synchronous

WebAssembly.Module constructor for Liftoff and TurboFan. Additionally, we took

the same measurements for the deserialization method. In this case, the module had

already been compiled and optimized by the TurboFan compiler, and the serialized

compiled module is available in memory (in addition to the wire bytes).

Each measurement is taken in a separate process. For each such process, we also

record the CPU time of the process, that is, the total duration that threads of the
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process were scheduled on any of the CPU cores in user or system mode, and the peak

physical memory usage through the VmHWM statistic provided by the Linux kernel.

These metrics are equally if not more important than the elapsed real time required

to compile a WebAssembly module. Even under the simplified assumption that CPU

time and (physical) memory are the only resource constraints of a process, both of

these resources are finite, and must be shared among all processes on the same

system. While a high CPU time to real elapsed time ratio is an indication of well-

designed parallelism, it also means that few concurrent instances of the same process

might already use all available CPU time, and any additional instances could cause

the performance of all processes to degrade. For cloud applications, it is realistic to

assume that more than one process will be active on the same hardware at a time.

We recorded each measurement for each of the 115 WebAssembly modules 100 times.

The mean values of elapsed real time, CPU time, and memory usage for each module

are depicted in Figures 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6, respectively. As shown in Figure 5.4, all

three methods generally take longer for larger modules than for smaller ones, which

is unsurprising because larger modules generally contain more code that needs to be

compiled or loaded.

For legibility, Figures 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 do not include error bars. Instead, Figures 5.7,

5.8, and 5.9 show the significance of improvements. For two variables with mean

values µ1, µ2 and standard deviations σ1, σ2, we define the significance of the change

as (µ1 − µ2)/(σ1 + σ2). By convention, we call the difference statistically significant

if the significance is at least one. In this case, the probability that a random sample

of either variable could have been obtained by sampling the other variable is strictly

less than 5 %.
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Figure 5.4: Compilation times by approach
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Figure 5.5: Compilation CPU times by approach
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Figure 5.6: Compilation memory usage by approach
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Figure 5.7: Significance of compilation time improvements
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Figure 5.8: Significance of compilation CPU time improvements
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Figure 5.9: Significance of memory usage improvements
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By this definition, Liftoff was significantly faster than TurboFan for 111 modules

(96.5%), used significantly less CPU time for 98 modules (85.2%), and had a signif-

icantly smaller memory footprint for 110 modules (95.7%).

When comparing deserialization to compilation using TurboFan, we measured sta-

tistically significant compilation time improvements for 112 modules (97.4%), CPU

time improvements for 102 modules (88.7%), and memory usage improvements for

101 modules (87.8%). For 111 modules (96.5%), the speedup was at least two, and

for 77 modules (67.0%), the speedup was at least 20. Similarly, for 98 modules

(85.2%), the CPU time was reduced by at least 50%, and for 54 modules (47.0%), it

was reduced by at least 90%.

Compared to compilation using Liftoff, we observed significant compilation time im-

provements for 99 modules (97.4%), significant CPU time improvements for 77 mod-

ules (67.0%), and significant memory usage improvements for 41 modules (35.7%).

For 69 modules (60.0%), the speedup was at least two. The CPU time was reduced

by at least 50% for 64 modules (55.7%).

The only statistically significant regression is an increase in memory usage for 39

modules (33.9%) when compared to Liftoff, and for six modules (5.2%) when com-

pared to TurboFan. In these cases, however, the difference is small (less than 20%,

see Figure 5.6).

Since the deserializer is synchronous, it is consistent to compare it to synchronous

WebAssembly compilation. However, we also repeated this experiment with asyn-

chronous WebAssembly compilation, and found that asynchronous compilation was

significantly slower than synchronous compilation for 85 modules (73.9%) in the case

of TurboFan, and for 91 modules (79.1%) in the case of Liftoff. For both compil-
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ers, this results in even larger differences when compared to deserialization, and we,

therefore, decided not to present these results in detail.

We also repeated the experiment with deserialization of code generated by Liftoff

instead of optimized code produced by TurboFan, which, as discussed in Section 5.1,

leads to a larger serialized format. We found that it also causes longer deserialization

times, and no significant improvements of real elapsed time, CPU time, or memory

usage. Therefore, this data is also not presented in detail at this point

In conclusion, compiled code caching can drastically reduce compilation times as

well as CPU and memory usage during compilation.

5.3 Shared Code Cache

With the previously discussed cache creation and retrieval method from Section 5.1

and the performance benefits of code caching presented in Section 5.2, it is viable to

construct a disk-based cache that can be populated and used by individual processes.

However, this approach is troublesome for large application clusters: First, write

access to the code cache should be controlled strictly to prevent malicious code

injections, and it might be undesirable for all processes that use WebAssembly to

have permission to write compiled code to the cache. Second, if a process uses

Liftoff or tiering-up to improve its own startup time (see Section 5.2), it might not

insert optimized code into the cache, but instead the output of the baseline compiler.

Third, a disk-based cache might reduce expected speedups due to disk access times

associated with potentially large cache entries (see Section 5.1), which each new

process might copy from disk into memory. Synchronization between processes is
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also a potential issue, for example, a safe cache design must make it impossible for

processes to access partially created cache entries.

5.3.1 WebAssembly Module Identification

The client needs to be able to identify each WebAssembly module in order to look it

up in a cache. Since the WebAssembly JavaScript Interface is agnostic to the source

of the WebAssembly module code (see Section 3.5.1), a module can only be identified

by its code, and no file path or URL is available. This is an important difference

to other runtimes, e.g., Java [46], where classes can be identified by a unique name,

and to traditional compilers that rely on file paths to identify compilation units.

In other words, a fingerprinting function is required that maps the byte sequence

representing a WebAssembly module (“wire bytes”) to an identifier. The simplest

choice for such a fingerprinting function is the mathematical identity function, mean-

ing that the fingerprint of a module would be the module bytes themselves. However,

we have found numerous WebAssembly modules with sizes of several megabytes, and

using such large identifiers of varying length to identify cache entries is inefficient.

We therefore consider better alternatives for the choice of the fingerprinting function

that result in short and fixed-length fingerprints.

A variety of linear-time functions exist that map large amounts of in-memory data

to short identifiers. Traditional information-theoretic algorithms, such as CRC32C,

and cryptographic hash functions, such as SHA-1, provide reliable and, in the case of

hash functions, collision-resistant identification methods, and run in Θ(n). Collision

resistance of a cryptographic hash function f means that it is infeasible for a potential
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attacker to produce a collision, that is, two WebAssembly modules x and y for which

f(x) = f(y) holds. If the selected function is not collision-resistant, an attacker could

potentially cause a collision, and, therefore, inject undesired or malicious code into

the shared code cache if they can invoke the WebAssembly compilation procedure.

Choosing a cryptographic hash function as the fingerprinting function mitigates this

risk due to its collision resistance.

The disadvantage of linear-time hash functions is their performance impact when

computing the fingerprint of large WebAssembly modules. For scenarios in which an

attacker cannot cause arbitrary WebAssembly modules to be compiled and cached,

we propose using constant-time hash functions. We define the function family fpr for

r ≥ 2 as follows: Let b0, . . . , bn−1 be the input byte sequence, with bi ∈ { 0, . . . , 28−1 }

for 0 ≤ i < n. Let p be a linear congruential generator with

p(0) = bbn/2c,

p(i+ 1) = (a ∗ p(i) + c) mod 232.

We chose a = 1664525 and c = 1013904223 as suggested by Knuth [30]. Let the

result be the r byte vector f0, . . . , fr−1 with

f0 = bn/28c mod 28,

f1 = n mod 28,

f2+i = bp(i+1) mod n.
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Figure 5.10: Performance comparison between fp16, CRC32C, and SHA-1 in Node.js

In other words, the result consists of the length nmodulo 216 and the module bytes at

r − 2 pseudo-random locations. Each such function fpr only requires 32-bit integer

arithmetic, can be implemented efficiently in JavaScript, and runs in O(1). We

used fp16 in our implementation. While the resulting “fingerprint” is neither unique

nor (cryptographically) collision-resistant, it is sufficiently unlikely to collide with

another module’s fingerprint for the purpose of a shared cache. Figure 5.10 shows

a performance comparison between fp16, CRC32C, and SHA-1 in Node.js, based

on running each function 100,000 times on each of the 115 WebAssembly modules.

With a constant runtime of 4.0 µs, fp16 is significantly faster than other methods.
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The following theorem shows that no constant-time function is collision-resistant,

meaning that this is not a shortcoming of this particular constant-time fingerprinting

function, but rather a shortcoming of all functions that run in sub-linear time.2

Theorem. No constant-time function f is collision-resistant.

Proof. Let t be the finite runtime of the function f , measured in any discretization

of time. Let m be the maximum number of bytes the function can access during the

smallest increment of the chosen discretization of time. Let x = (x1, . . . , xn) be any

byte sequence with n > mt. If f is collision-resistant, then finding a byte sequence

y with y 6= x and f(x) = f(y) is infeasible.

Since the runtime of f is t, the function can access at most mt bytes of x. Let Lx

be the set of indices within x that are accessed by f(x). (Lx can be computed in

constant time.) Since |Lx| ≤ mt < n, there exists an i′ ∈ { 1, . . . , n } \ Lx. Let

y = (y1, . . . , yn) be any byte sequence that fulfills

xi = yi ⇐⇒ i 6= i′.

Now x 6= y and f(x) = f(y).

5.3.2 Design

To circumvent these problems, we designed and implemented a novel approach to

share compiled WebAssembly code between Node.js processes. In the following, we

will refer to the processes of one or more Node.js applications as client processes. In
2The extension of the theorem from constant-time functions to arbitrary sub-linear time func-

tions is left to the reader.
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Figure 5.11: Shared cache server architecture

this context, a V8 configuration is a set of flags that affect V8’s internal behavior (see

Section 5.1). The cache implementation prevents loading incompatible cache entries,

and potentially maintains multiple cache entries for the same WebAssembly module,

but for different V8 configurations. For example, Figure 5.11 presents the compiled

code cache as a matrix of four configurations Lx, Lt, Tx, and Tt, where the first

letter indicates which is the fastest enabled compiler (either Liftoff or TurboFan),

and the second letter indicates whether the compiler is used exclusively, or if tiering

up is enabled.

5.3.2.1 Client Processes

Client processes (see Figure 5.12) compile WebAssembly modules through a modified

WebAssembly JavaScript Interface, which is compatible with the one described in

Section 3.5.1. This means that no changes to the application code are necessary. The

compilation procedure, given a module represented by bytes b0, . . . , bn−1, computes

the module identifier fp16(b0, . . . , bn−1), and attempts to locate a cache entry in a

shared memory segment based on the computed module identifier and the current

V8 configuration. If such an entry exists, the compilaton procedure deserializes the
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cache entry to obtain a WebAssembly module instance without having to compile

the module bytes. If no such entry exists, the client process copies b0, . . . , bn−1 into

a new shared memory segment, which we refer to as the WebAssembly Transfer Area

(WATA), and sends a pointer to the WATA and the current V8 configuration to an

existing message queue (MQ). Finally, the client process falls back to V8’s original

compilation procedure, which, depending on the current configuration, uses Liftoff

and/or TurboFan to compile the code.

5.3.2.2 Cache Server Process

A separate server process (see Figure 5.13) is responsible for creating the message

queue (MQ). Upon receiving a pointer to a WebAssembly Transfer Area (WATA)

along with a valid V8 configuration through the message queue, the server process

starts a new compiler process with parameters matching the received V8 configura-

tion and passes the pointer to the WATA to the newly created compiler process.

5.3.2.3 Compiler Processes

When started by the cache server process, the compiler process (see Figure 5.14) loads

the module bytes b0, . . . , bn−1 from the WATA and computes the module’s fingerprint

fp16(b0, . . . , bn−1). After ensuring that no other compiler process is already compiling

the same module with the same V8 configuration, the process compiles the module.

If TurboFan has not been disabled in the given V8 configuration, the compiler process

uses it to produce optimized code. Only if TurboFan has been disabled, the compiler

process uses Liftoff, and therefore generates unoptimized code. Once compilation

finishes, the compiler process serializes the compiled WebAssembly module, and
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writes the result to the shared code cache in shared memory. In any case, it releases

the WATA by deleting the reference to the module bytes, causing the underlying

memory to be freed, before terminating.

5.3.3 Implementation

The modified WebAssembly JavaScript Interface was implemented in JavaScript,

except for the deserialization logic, which was implemented in C++ due to the

necessity to access internal V8 features (see Section 5.1), and communication with

the shared cache server’s message queue, which was implemented in C++ and uses

POSIX functions to write to the message queue.

Similarly, the server process code is written in C and uses low-level POSIX functions

to receive messages on the message queue MQ.
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The compiler processes execute JavaScript code and serialization logic written in

C++. The actual compilation procedures are an existing part of V8.

Most operating systems allow protecting shared memory segments from unintended

write access. It appears that such measures allow controlling read and write access to

the shared code cache sufficiently to prevent malicious code injections, for example,

by only giving write access to the compiler processes, and not to client processes.

5.3.4 Evaluation

To evaluate our design and implementation, we consider two cases:

Cache miss: When a client process fails to locate a compiled WebAssembly module

in the shared cache, it not only needs to compile the module itself, but also suffers

from two additional performance impairments. First, the client process needs to

copy the WebAssembly module bytes to a shared memory segment, and notify the

server process about the cache miss. Depending on the module size, this can cause

a short delay before compilation begins. Second, while the client process compiles

the module itself, the server process will spawn a compiler process, which also com-

piles the module, effectively increasing the system load, and potentially increasing

compilation times.

Cache hit: Upon successfully locating a compiled WebAssembly module in the shared

cache, the client process benefits from two performance aspects. First, it does not

need to compile the module, which, on average, improves the time until the module

is available, and likely reduces CPU load and memory footprint (see Section 5.2).

According to the model proposed by Patros et al. [49], this also reduces performance
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interference on co-located cloud tenants. Second, if not forbidden by the process’s

V8 configuration, the obtained compiled code is already optimized, which would not

be the case with V8’s default tiering-up behavior, or when using Liftoff. As we have

seen in Section 4.2, this can lead to improved execution times.

In the following experiments, we want to compare these two cases to the application

behavior without our shared code cache.

5.3.4.1 Evaluation using PolyBench/C

While we already know the impact of deserialization as compared to compilation

based on Section 5.2, we used PolyBench/C [51], which we already used in Sec-

tion 4.2 and Section 4.3.3, to create a set of artificial Node.js applications to evaluate

the performance impact of the shared compiled code cache. We measured the real

elapsed time it takes for each application to compile and then execute its associated

PolyBench/C benchmark. For this experiment, we use the default V8 configuration,

which enables both Liftoff and TurboFan, and uses tiering-up (see Section 4.1), and

ran each application 45 times.

Figure 5.15 shows the mean execution times for cache misses and cache hits, with

error bars corresponding to the standard deviation. Since execution times between

benchmarks vary tremendously, all execution times were divided by the same mea-

surement taken without a cache in place. Similarly, the ratio between execution time

and compilation time varies greatly, therefore, we do not display compilation and

execution times in a stacked manner.

As expected, we see a performance regression for cache misses. It is worth noting

that the benchmarks with the largest (by percentage) performance regressions such
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Figure 5.15: Shared cache performance impact on PolyBench/C benchmarks

as jacobi-1d are particularly short-running, which means that the delay caused by

copying the module bytes to shared memory has a larger (by percentage) impact on

the total elapsed time.

We also observe performance improvements for almost all benchmarks when a cache

entry is found. The average speedup is 1.8, and the maximum speedup is 3.0. The

geometric mean of the speedup across all benchmarks is 1.7. We expect that different

Node.js applications would see vastly different performance benefits, depending on

the WebAssembly modules in use.
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5.3.4.2 Evaluation using RustPython

While the previous experiment showed execution time improvements by using the

shared code cache, it uses unusually small WebAssembly modules, which do not

result in realistic compile time improvements.

In this experiment, we use RustPython [3], which is a Python 3 interpreter written

in Rust [35], and compiled to WebAssembly. The WebAssembly module has a size

of 22 MiB and uses the WebAssembly System Interface (see Section 3.3) instead of

system calls.

The Node.js application whose performance we intend to measure works as follows.

First, it loads the WebAssembly module and compiles it. Immediately afterwards, it

invokes the Python interpreter through a newly created WebAssembly instance (see

Section 2.2) of the compiled module to execute the following line of Python code:

sum( f i l t e r (lambda x : x % 2 == 0 ,

reversed ( range ( int ( repr ( 2 ∗ ∗ 1 0 ) ) ) ) ) )

This code snippet computes 210, converts the result to a string (repr), which is

converted back to an integer (int). This result is then passed to the range function,

which produces an iterator that allows iterating over the integers from 0 to 210 − 1.

This iterator is passed to the reversed function, which returns a new iterator that

produces the same numbers, but in reverse order. This reversed iterator is then

passed to the filter function along with a lambda function expression that restricts

the iterator to even numbers. Finally, this list is passed to the sum function.

In other words, this piece of Python code is an inefficient way to compute the sum

of all even integers that are smaller than 210. It was designed to be a short, valid
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Figure 5.16: Overview of the use of the Python interpreter in the benchmarked
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Python expression that requires various computations and memory allocations and

uses multiple Python data types and built-in functions.

After compiling the RustPython WebAssembly module, the Node.js application uses

one hundred instances of the module to execute the above Python code one hundred

times, sequentially (see Figure 5.16). Each instance executes the code once, and

then terminates. Note that these instances are WebAssembly instances within the

Node.js application thread, and not background threads or separate processes.

We measure the compilation time as well as the duration of each Python code exe-

cution. We run the experiment with three different configurations: first, with only

Liftoff enabled, second, with only TurboFan enabled, and third, with Liftoff and

TurboFan enabled and utilizing V8’s tiering-up behavior, meaning that the Web-

Assembly module will be compiled using Liftoff first and then again by TurboFan in

the background (see Section 4.1). As in the previous experiment, we will also per-

form this experiment under three conditions: first, without our shared code cache,

second, with our shared code cache, but with no compiled code being available in

the cache (“cache miss”), and third, with our shared code cache and the compiled

code being available in the cache (“cache hit”).

The combination of the three compiler configurations and the three cache-related

conditions results in nine different scenarios. For each scenario, we run the Node.js
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application one hundred times. As described above, each run of the application

involves compiling the Python interpreter from WebAssembly to executable code

for the physical hardware, as well as running the above Python code one hundred

times. This total of 900 executions of the Node.js application allows us to gather

performance information about 900 compilations of the WebAssembly module as

well as about 90,000 executions of the Python code through WebAssembly instances

of the compiled Python interpreter.

The hypothesis is twofold: First, we expect that a cache hit will reduce the delay

before the first execution of Python code because it eliminates the need to compile the

Python interpreter. This applies to all three compiler-related configurations (Liftoff

only/TurboFan only/both via tiering-up). Second, in tiering-up mode, and based on

the findings in the previous experiment, we also expect cache hits to improve the

performance of Python code execution itself due to the fact that the code in the

shared code cache is fully optimized, whereas V8 will optimize code just-in-time in

tiering-up mode without the compiled code cache.

Therefore, we expect little difference with only Liftoff enabled since the compilation

should be relatively fast and the code is unoptimized, whether it is read from the

shared code cache or compiled at runtime. When only TurboFan is enabled, we

expect large improvements in the initial delay, but no improvements in the execution

performance. With both compilers and tiering-up enabled, we expect improvements

both during startup and during execution.

Table 5.1 shows the mean compilation times for each scenario. As described above,

each value is the mean of one hundred measurements.
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Liftoff TurboFan Tiering-up

No cache 82 ms ± 1 ms 13130 ms ± 196 ms 84 ms ± 2 ms

Cache miss 99 ms ± 3 ms 18913 ms ± 372 ms 106 ms ± 3 ms

Cache hit 53 ms ± 1 ms 49 ms ± 1 ms 51 ms ± 1 ms

Table 5.1: Mean compilation time of the RustPython interpreter in Node.js. Errors
represent one standard deviation.

Without the shared code cache, compilation using TurboFan takes significantly

longer than compilation using Liftoff. Because tiering-up uses Liftoff as the first

compilation stage, it causes the same small delay as Liftoff.

When a cache miss occurs, we see a substantial performance regression for all three

compiler configurations. With only Liftoff enabled, this difference is small and mostly

a result of the compilation function having to transfer the WebAssembly module to

the shared cache server so the server can compile it for the next process. The dif-

ference is slightly larger with tiering-up enabled, and much larger (in the order of

seconds) when using TurboFan. This is most likely due to the additional system

load caused by the shared cache server compiling and optimizing the WebAssembly

file in the background on the same system. For example, in the case of TurboFan,

when a cache miss occurs, the WebAssembly module is transferred to the shared

cache server, followed by the application compiling the WebAssembly module using

TurboFan. At the same time, the shared cache server also begins compiling the

received WebAssembly module using TurboFan. Combined, the system is under ap-

proximately twice the load than without the shared cache in place. The difference
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is smaller when using tiering-up because, while the shared cache server uses Turbo-

Fan, the application process uses Liftoff first, which is much faster and uses fewer

resources than TurboFan.

Most importantly, when a cache hit occurs, we see significant performance improve-

ments in all three compilation modes: The compilation time of Liftoff was improved

from 82 ms to 53 ms, and a similar improvement was observed when tiering-up is

enabled. When compared to regular TurboFan compilation, the compilation time

was reduced from 13130 ms to 49 ms.

As we have seen, loading the compiled code from the shared cache reduces the delay

caused by compilation by 33% to 41% for Liftoff and when tiering-up is enabled,

and by more than 99% when only TurboFan is enabled. In the first two cases, this

means a difference of approximately 30 ms, and for TurboFan, a difference of more

than 10 seconds.

When only one compiler is enabled, the performance of the generated code is virtually

constant, and, therefore, the duration of each Python interpretation of the above

Python code snippet is virtually constant, too.

However, when tiering-up is enabled, V8 uses TurboFan as a just-in-time compiler,

and early executions of the compiled WebAssembly code are likely to use unopti-

mized code produced by Liftoff. When TurboFan has compiled and optimized a

WebAssembly function, its next invocation will use the optimized instruction se-

quence instead of the instructions generated by Liftoff. Figure 5.17 shows how this

behavior causes the performance of the compiled code to improve over time. The

first few runs take significantly longer than later runs because the majority of func-

tions have not been compiled by TurboFan. A few seconds later, the most relevant
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Figure 5.17: Python execution time in tiering-up compilation mode. Only the first
10 runs are shown.

functions have been compiled and optimized, and the unoptimized code produced

by Liftoff has been replaced.

Also shown in Figure 5.17 are the same measurements for tiering-up compilation

when the compiled code is retrieved from the cache. Because the cached code was

produced by TurboFan, it is already fully optimized. Therefore, its performance

is virtually constant, and each Python code execution requires approximately the

same amount of time. As the graph shows, the execution times converge, and even

though there is still a minor difference between the times presented in the graph, the

durations of much later runs, which are not included in Figure 5.17, are virtually

equal. At that point, V8 has switched from code produced by Liftoff to code produced

by TurboFan entirely. However, until then, the code retrieved from the shared code

cache is faster than the newly compiled code.
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When only one compiler is enabled, we expect Python code execution times to be the

same when no cache is in place, and when a cache hit occurs, because the compiled

Python interpreter consists of exactly the same instruction sequences regardless of

whether these instruction sequences were generated by the current application pro-

cess or by the shared cache server. In these cases, only the compilation time is

reduced, and not the Python code execution time.

Figure 5.18 shows the sum of the compilation time and the cumulative Python ex-

ecution time based on the number of completed Python code executions. It shows

that, regardless of the number of iterations, retrieving the fully optimized code from

the cache and executing it is faster than compiling and then executing it without

the shared code cache in all three compiler configurations.

When only Liftoff is enabled, the compilation delay is small (see Table 5.1), but the

generated code is significantly slower than code generated by TurboFan. However,

while the code produced by TurboFan provides much better performance, compila-

tion using TurboFan causes a large initial delay due to compilation. As Figure 5.18

shows, this results in the total duration being smaller when using Liftoff than when

using TurboFan up to a certain number of Python code executions, at which point

the performance advantage of the code produced by TurboFan outweighs the initial

delay of TurboFan compilation.

Based on Figure 5.18, tiering-up compilation appears to provide the best overall

performance apart from techniques that utilize the shared code cache. While the

first few Python code executions are slower than when using TurboFan because they

rely on code generated by Liftoff (see Figure 5.17), the performance improves quickly

until it matches that of code produced by TurboFan after a few runs.
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Liftoff TurboFan Tiering-up

No cache 52.5 s ± 0.5 s 41.2 s ± 0.3 s 29.2 s ± 0.1 s

Cache miss 52.5 s ± 0.4 s 47.2 s ± 0.5 s 30.3 s ± 0.3 s

Cache hit 52.8 s ± 0.5 s 28.2 s ± 0.2 s 28.2 s ± 0.2 s

Table 5.2: Total duration of WebAssembly compilation and 100 Python code execu-
tions. Errors represent one standard deviation.

However, regardless of the number of runs, tiering-up compilation and execution is

still always slower than when loading the compiled and optimized code from our

shared cache server. After the first few runs, the difference in the cumulative com-

pilation and execution times remains constant. Additionally, while not part of this

experiment, it is likely that tiering-up requires far more resources in terms of CPU

and memory usage than restoring compiled code from the shared code cache (see

Section 5.2), meaning that the visible advantage in real elapsed time is not the only

benefit of code caching in this experiment.

For clarity, Figure 5.18 only shows the first 60 runs. Table 5.2 shows the mean

total duration of the Node.js application in each scenario. Based on the table, code

caching achieves no significant improvement with only Liftoff enabled. However, with

only TurboFan enabled, the improvement is significant and exceeds ten seconds of

total elapsed time. When tiering-up is enabled, code caching reduces the runtime by

approximately one second when a cache hit occurs. As mentioned above, applications

likely also benefit from reduced CPU and memory usage in this case (see Section 5.2).
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5.4 Summary

Based on the experiments conducted in Section 5.2, we can conclude that compiled

code caching can significantly and drastically reduce both compilation times and

resource usage. Not only can the initial delay during the application’s startup phase

be shortened, but loading optimized code from a code cache also eliminates the need

for optimizing just-in-time compilation, which reduces the system load beyond the

application’s startup phase.

As we have seen in Section 5.3.4.1, our shared code cache design can significantly

improve the performance of computationally intensive benchmarks with respect to

the default compilation procedures used by the selected Node.js version. We attribute

this improvement to the fact that the code retrieved from the compiled code cache

is already fully optimized and, therefore, allows benchmarks to be completed faster

than when relying on just-in-time optimization without the shared code cache.

Finally, in Section 5.3.4.2, we have presented experimental results that demonstrate

improved application performance as a result of our shared code cache with re-

spect to all existing compilation strategies provided by the selected Node.js version.

While tiering-up outperforms strategies that only use TurboFan and Liftoff (see Fig-

ure 5.18), using cached compiled code provides better and more consistent results

due to the lack of just-in-time compilation (see Figure 5.17). This experiment only

considered the elapsed real time during compilation and execution, but Section 5.2

shows that CPU load and memory usage are also reduced by caching, which means

that, while tiering-up can almost match the overall application performance enabled

by our compiled code cache, it requires significantly more resources.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis has presented, discussed, and analyzed various aspects of WebAssembly

with a focus on its use in Node.js applications. After an introduction to Node.js,

WebAssembly, and related technologies in Chapter 2, we examined use cases, possi-

bilities, and problems of WebAssembly integration in Node.js in Chapter 3.

As we have seen in Section 5.2, compiling WebAssembly modules at runtime can lead

to a delay of multiple seconds during an application’s startup phase, and can require

vast amounts of CPU time and physical memory. While the Liftoff compiler is much

faster than the optimizing compiler TurboFan, its generated code is significantly

slower than the code produced by TurboFan, but still much faster than interpreting

WebAssembly code without compiling it first (see Section 4.2). Reasons for this

performance difference were discussed in Section 4.3.

We successfully reduced WebAssembly module load times by caching compiled and

optimized code for the target architecture, and observed large performance benefits

for many WebAssembly modules. Finally, in Section 5.3, we extended the idea
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to a scalable multi-process shared code cache, which provides an efficient way to

load WebAssembly modules in Node.js applications, without having to compile and

optimize each module in each process or thread. The smaller CPU demand and

memory footprint can reduce interference on co-located cloud tenants, and, therefore,

improve scalability [49].

In summary, the main contributions of the author’s work presented in this thesis are:

• a survey of the problems related to the use of WebAssembly modules in Node.js

(see Chapter 3);

• a comparison of the compilation results produced by the WebAssembly com-

pilers in Node.js (see Chapter 4); and

• an analysis of the performance benefits enabled by compiled code caching for

WebAssembly code in Node.js applications, and the design, implementation,

and experimental evaluation of a multi-process shared code cache that allows

applications to utilize said benefits (see Chapter 5).

While WebAssembly is still an emerging technology, we expect growing adoption

over the next few years. The performance improvements and reduced startup times

presented in this thesis might allow widespread use of WebAssembly in serverless

computing and other cloud configurations, without sacrificing the speed, portability,

and security of WebAssembly.
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6.1 Threats to Validity

We acknowledge the following threats to the validity of our results.

Confounding. While all experiments were planned, implemented, performed, and

evaluated carefully, the existence of confounding factors cannot be ruled out entirely.

Differential Attrition. The set of WebAssembly modules that was used in Sec-

tions 5.1 and 5.2 originally contained a small number of modules for which compi-

lation failed in the selected Node.js version. These modules were either invalid or

relied on unsupported extensions of the WebAssembly standard and were, therefore,

excluded from the experiments presented in this thesis.

Selection bias. The benchmarks and the application used to evaluate the shared

code cache in Section 5.3.4.1 and Section 5.3.4.2, respectively, are not necessarily

representative of real-world WebAssembly applications.

6.2 Future Work

A future direction for a shared code cache for WebAssembly code could be an exten-

sion to a disk-based cache. While the system kernel might keep frequently accessed

cache entries in memory up to a certain size, large cache entries might still have

to be loaded from the disk, and could negatively affect the cache performance. A

balanced strategy might be to only move infrequently accessed modules from shared

memory to disk when most of the available memory is in use.

While our shared cache implementation prevents duplicate compilation on the server

side, it does not prevent duplicate work among client processes. The primary reason
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is that client processes benefit from the shorter compilation times of tiering up,

whereas the server process is focused on producing optimized code at the cost of

longer compilation times. A future implementation could reduce the amount of

duplicate work between processes further.

It might also be worth considering data compression for cache entries. Park et al.

compressed cache entries in their JavaScript code cache implementation, and success-

fully reduced the size of the code cache with only minimal performance sacrifices [47].

However, as long as cache entries are stored in shared memory, decompression would

require copying the decompressed data to a new memory area on each invocation,

which makes it unlikely to result in large performance improvements. A disk-based

cache solution could potentially benefit from compression to reduce cache entry sizes

and therefore disk access times.

Lastly, Node.js [41], V8 [61], and WebAssembly [72] are rapidly changing and im-

proving technologies. Any design or implementation of software or tools supporting

these technologies must, therefore, be re-evaluated frequently, and adapted or re-

placed accordingly.
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